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& Z. Telokaad J. D. Remelt
sed their witless it she
Beak, beide, said their Seek.
J. P. femerset has been elected
. It le noderetowi. however
theiltr Oarneet wiloft eeasent to
sameteager Sas aemesesey to aware a
lisp for the plea..
.16.•
FARMEjt ASSillt4S.
Bedlam. • isnarre etaidiag neat
Emelt OtiMaisia. hee sad...
agetimene. negfile Jobe T. OW. aw.
ongeign,e. gnome are Watt BIAS;
net lemowe.
E OARED SCMOOL.
Mamillabw's graded soboom :opened
amenheg Over ens hawked
present to begin the year's
Ilde wtheal hoe Imam ismg bit
'Pembrokesad thie ripening no,
Botit011e.la SKIM whose en-




P. vidi oho aorresposties
noel et WI yew. The diereses Owe
Jel$04 the beglaniag of She fiscal year
W MASI
I. C. ANNUAL MEETING.
Thomases& mealtag se Oho Mimi.
Oadeal tegokhoiders resulted in the sp-
ot the peepositioo to buy the St.
Peoria sad Noethern's tine frogs
Mimi $t. Lou's, now epee-
ligiPithy the Illinois Central osierbes Ps Solo peepage an bone of
IOW* Oa hoods was anehorised.
PO011issellelteed lbs direotors have
on a Mee of laspeation, and will
Ihllas100111e oe their trip.
ICIU.ED VI A MINE.
J. W. Day, one of the simmermeigeo-
ei Wise seperintendeou Iii Koala:sky,
In No. lodge of the St. Ber-
ner* CIoCtsamtpany Islet Wodneeday
effernoes Ma was found ander • trol-
ley err deed with ide ohms badly mash-
ed. Mr Dory was abject to heart fail-
eslegmelf tipeoght aa Om& of ibis
otesekblas ID fall ender toe car.
COW COPIII/T1914.
Tbe froverasseat mop bulletin saps
OM mei sbewery welsher prevailed
ewer the greater ponies ofKeeteeky
Inallig the woe makes yeeserday, sad
deellith bed haellme miry se-
tae Is seem lorallnee. bao Inea peaty
geneeally biebee. Fleorlag sad owls
WINS *beak Vali* bone elev.
pins Dm ease, wee takes se IOW
Med le strir premseeleg rapidly, ?be
Nes Is ebes. ell est aid Is Me Meek,
WM eels ewe Me MN Is be et bomb
le NMI step, outs nee beelike, S.
PI IMO* Weeks, melee, It &-
hem elap
EINITUCIIY BOYS
Med asd Weeeded Is the PhIlipples
Weeds.
TWO e mer were mesa the dead lih 
seesetly cabled from Ma.
B. Thinners. Ogee
perm A. Thirey-Most infantry, died Aug
Is the iaterhee et Lama He enlist-
Mud as Lendeville, and his nearer, rel-
ative is Omer Thomme, Prinction.
Ky
hires Jess Themaa, Oeulllusy
Tersely-MA infantry, died September
thee dyesiotery. Die maimed so times
Iowa. Ky.. mad his usarest relative is
Miss Vises Thomas el that oily.
Petesee Withers Passes, Gisepany L,
Third lateatry, seriously wounded in
es espeeesiwit as Moiolos,- P. 1, Sep-
tember 10 He saluted aS Lemingtee,
oaf his nearest relative is Riley Pattie,
While Oak. Ky.
Maims* us* comes
KANN By Umbrella Officers-Was Is
MIMI Near here.
Yesterday allerseos about 4 o'clock
Dopollso Weiler and Week rflemed the
septum et WW Whams% who) was with
his brother Jib, at Sb. time the latter
ober ask killed Triremes Wootton on the
Deao Man place on the Dover road.
Wise= had Jess come is from the
adgblerbeed01 Hopkboollie, Ky. no
vs bead se ebe bamiseepied by
Jena OIL rime Oakwood, led woo Mose
aN elem. Tin 'Weirs rode ay **Ida
Ma years ni ban berm be vs was
a air 100410101. mad vise ordered Oe
samsobie be med. se registaims. He
Milted freely. bet forsorrbes olosessoot-
edlr. abuse* dee kitbag denote she ride
to the jell, where be was kedged Meat
• o'clock last night.-Lsof-C)breetiolle.
This proweralles skied, asessaisd se
a sonepleelosi beaellier, itsmess
trodies ers. pirmiss sad
redeem of bee and bask WSW
!Auld estpbor Obtuse is esiblily
tree fume poises@ and diessreoshie
elms LiNell's lAqidd Delphee Nat.
✓isa.is as invaluable remedy Is the
trathimiell et all skis dimness, 'pea
▪ sibisted pane, bores, goalie wed is
speolelly reenommended for me alter
therfrai. If is seethas. eatiesplie sad
heaths. Ter eel* by Animas




lir. N. A. Obatiiii, of Karhegion. is
assradsolb. fair
Mrs rhowurd Blaadford has returned
to bet home I. Owensboro.
Oat* Jelin P. Grsy,of Elisabethtown
is in the oily.
Ned McCarty, of Oadis, is attending
the fair.
Misses Giorgio Belkand Johs.
gee, of Elkton, are visiting M5. Tom
McReynolds.
MO Mabel Rash, ofadfonyiile, is
visiting in the city.
Mr. Bradley Wilson, of Paducah, is
in the dee.
Judge James Breathiu is in Paducah.
Miss Christine Cleruthen, of Elkton,
is visiting friends in the oily,
Mr. and Mrs. T. M. Day, of Elkton,
are attending the fair.
Will Frio*" itt Mayfield, la in the
city.
Wm J. W. Wade and Miss Mabel
Wade, of Elkton, are in the oily.
Albert Miles. J N Beadles, Thebes
Oseley, of
1111,6111 aMeedod this dame hist night.
Maw-it K. Dille, of Brandenburg, is
visiting at Bethel Female College.
Miss Elisabeth Oargill, of Morgan held,
sabered Bethel Female College jolter-
day.
Miss Lillie Browd, of Mt Vernon,
lat. is the guest ef Mies Nettie Hord.
Mho Katie MoOamy, of Princeton, is
visiting relatives in the city.
Miss Emma Smith and brother, of the
essay. ere SIMS, the family of Mr. .1.
G. Hord.
Master Bay Clark of Sehree, is vialt-
lag Geeeer Hoed.
Mb.-Wright, who has been the guest
ed the Mims Royalty on Welk Virginia
Omsk wW leave this aftersooa for her
Ms. at Bowies Green.
Mimes Golsen' Kennedy, Bettie
Mowers, Sarah Barney and Mrs Ed
Whom. of Elkton have been &minding
the fair.
Nor. H. D. Smith is in Elkton
Mr. William Tandy and pretty Hole
soe. Jack, are in the city for a visit so
Mr. Clarke Tandy at Dr. Clarke'., on
!Med elmet.-Lmington Leader.
Ms. sad Mee. Jos Penick and doggie
ter, Mias Mabel, of Elkton, are in the
ally.
Mims Mildred Wharton, of Oadis, is
Ohs genet of Mrs °barite Meacham.
Dewey Thixten, of Owensboro, is at-
tending the fair.
Mr. Freak Bell of the Memphis Oorn-
anneal Appeal, is In the city.
JOINED IN MARRIAGE.
Mr. Kerrison Wakefield, of Trenton,
and Miss Bailie K. Simmons, of Peru-
beaks, were menial this afternoon at
Me home of the bride. Rev A. R.
Bead, of the Pembroke Baptist church,
offlotaSed.
AMPUTATION NECESSARY,
°meditator Tom Browning, who had
his left fool badly crushed under a oar
wheel several days ago in this city, is
it doing well sad it is now feared that
the foot will bare to be amputated.
BIRDS SCARCE.
Prom all esseuels hird„beelere will
be deestval of aseb SI Moir sport Skis
pat ee peeleldime are monad le be
very seems ?be ebertaite IerlrIbeted
belle eel yellow la ism while Ibe
rms5 birds wire Mei berMed ees.
senucav boom Awover4;
IMM
W. T. Tulip, IX Timis City, Wm Elected
A Vim President.
Er. W T. Tandy, of the oily Bank,
returned yesterday from Lexington,
where he had beim attending the Ken-
tucky Bankers' sisociation. The moo-
Seam elected !the following Aims:
President, Cho. 0. Thompson, Paducah;
vice presidents-First congreesional dia.
tilot, 8. N. Leonard, Iddyville; Second
district, W. T. Tandy, Hopkinsville ;
Third district, W. B. Smith, G'asgow ;
Fourth district, 0. B. Skillman, Clover-
pest; Fifth district, Oscar Fenley, Lou-
isville; Sixth district, S. L. Howard,
Ghent; Swim* distriot. Buckner Wood
feed, Paris; Eighth district, B. M. Ar-
nett, Nicholasville; Ninth district, John
N. Rem °arils's; Tenth district, Floyd
lay, Jackson; Eleventh district, J. el
Richardson Somerset; seeretary, Isham
Bridges, Louisville; tresaorer, E. W.
Hays, Loaieville; executive committee
for three years, L. C• Murray, John W
Barr, Jr, J641. S. Escott, Louisville; for
awe years, El. 0. Welbeck, Louisville;
J. A. Oral*. Eatinenoe ; E. 8. Lee, Om-
ANNUAl. INSPECTION TOUR.
President Fish Aed Other I. C. Officials
Pus Over The Road.
Pessidost Seeyvesent Fish, of the 1111.
note Oentral, and a party of officials of
the road passed over this division on the
Weal inspection trip yesterday • In the
pertly in addition to Mr. Fish were John
0. William of Chicago, vice president;
J. P. Wallace, of °blow, sesistant see-
oed vies president; J. K. Dickinson, of
Ohmage, general solicitor; W. J. Hara-
han, superintendent of the Louisville
&vistas; R. B. Starbuck, supetintend-
ama the Peoria division, and Charles
• amea, Walter Luttgeo, Charles A.
Peabody, Jr.. W. Morton Grinnell, J.
D. W. Cutting, J. W. Doane and John
W. Ambinioss. directors.
LIIMU's Liquid Sulphur Soap reduces
Sr a minimum the danger of contracting
-dimes For the toilet and
It I. without an equal. It is rapid-
ly 'bogging, Ml phial In the favor of
all who nee it as as faossaparable shay
keg soap. 10 Cease. Fermi. by An-
imals Ik !Owlet, druggists, Hotel Le.
ho.. wst
CALL and see samples of our made










The grand jury yerdeeday returned
three isidictmenta. John' Wilson, for-
mer constable at Fruit HID who killed
Alex White and shot at Dick White,
was indicted for. wades and malicious
shooting. James Henry Burrows who
killed& negro at a festival nearFairview
was also indicted for mud's..
In order to save further litigation, the
coal dealers pleaded guilty in one case
in which unlawful combinations were
°barged. The Aim sweated was $100.
Other fines amused follow:
Gano Lacey, o. o. d. w., $25 and ten
days in jail.
Bob Tyler and John Oldham, gaming,
$25 each.
Aire= Sharp, c. c. d. w , $25 and ten
days.
Galbreath Pelterv, same.
W. C. Dulmage, failing to register as
physician, $50
Lula Wells, k. b. h.. $20.
T. W. Wootoo, s. I. w. I., $25
Richard Jim:Aeon, c, c d. w., $25
Henry Spat. gaming, vati.
Fleming Dunlap, shooting in sudden
heat and passion, PO.
John Fleming, gaming, vo
Ernest Watkins, gaming, $25.
Richard Chester, gaming, $20.
Tobe Oarroll, s. La. I., $100 in each
case.
Jack Quarles and Will Gray, gaming,
$20 each.
Put Richardson, gaming, ta
ELECTION NOTICE.
Pursuant to an order of the Cihristian
°minty Court made at is. May term
1900, to me, directed and certified by Jan
P. Prows. clerk of said court a poll will
be opened at the different voting pieces
In this county on the regular election
day, Tuesday, Nov. 61, 1900, between
the voting hours as provided by law to
sate the sense of the qualified voters of
this county on the proposition to have
free turnpike roads in this county. The
said order is as follow,;
Mate of Kentucky May term 1900
Christian County °siert May 7th, 1900.
In the matter of petition for
election to secure free turn- Order,
pikes in Christian County. ,
This day the petition Sled herein dur-
ing the last April term of this court,
came on again and wiui duly conaidered
by the court, and it appearing that the
said petition has been signed by the
requisite number of legal voters of Ohris
Sian Oonuty, that is to say • nomIxir of
such voters equal to fifteen per oent, of
the vote oast in said county at We lees
proceeding general or county ekotiou
and the petitioners have paid into court
a sufficient amount of money to pay for
the orders, printing, advertising and all
other necessary reposseemed the court
being in all respects telly advised, and
In pursuance of Se requirement' of the
Statutes in inch ores made and pro-
vided, it is now ordered that an election
be held in Christian Mealy at the regu-
lar election in the neunth of November
next, after the date of this order, to take
the tense of the quadded voters of this
county, upon the palpisition to bane
free turnpike roads in said county, as
requested in the said petition, and the
sheriff of Chriettau Manly is &roiled
m epos a poll at each and all the voting
mistook) In said county for the purpose
II bekleg the sense of the qsalilled vil
55W said entity ea the - said prepool-
See.
• The sleek et Ibis seen le berebi leSi-
411.4sad direm le thed se give e
01 sissy s 'Willed op? et NW er.
der, 'Obis Its 4575 alter the mains(
et eeme es she War Beek or NOM
skis day, sad Me Skirt/ is ordered sad
dIreeM Si Imre mem pebilebod a seem
weekly paps pebilebod le Ibis sway
tor at Iseet thirty days prior to the else-
hon,and also to advertise sass by print.
ed bead bills posted in as Ism* fear sea.
spit:mous plates in such voting precinct
in Ibis (aunty for the same length of
time before the election.
The election shall be held in all re-
spects in accordance with the provisions
of the general election laws of this State
and the question submitted the Clerk
shall cause to he printed on the ballot
as provided for in the general election
law, Section 1459 of the Kentucky Stat•
atm add Me act of the General Assem-
bly of Kentucky entitled "An act to
provide Free Turnpike sett Gravel
Reads," approved March 17th, 1896.




Pursuant to an order of the Christian
County Fiscal court to me, directed and
duly certified by John P. Prows., clerk
of said oourt. a poll will be opened at
the different voting places in Christian
county at the regular election on Tues-
day, Nov. 5, 1900 between the hours for
voting as provided by law. for the pur-
pose of taking the souse of the qualified
voters of the county upon the propose
lion wbether or not they are in favor of
Issuing bonds for the purchase, building
and maintenance of turnpike road. in
the county free of toll to the traveling
public Said order is as follows:
"State of Kentucky, Christian county
Fiscal court. April term, 1900, May 5th,
1900.
In the matter of an election to secure
free turnpikes in Christian onunty, in
Kentucky.
On motion. it is hereby ordered that
the various polls It Christian county be
opened at the next regular election in
Ibis county to wit; On the 6th day of
November, 1900, for she purpose of tak-
ing the sense of the qualified votary of
said county upon the proposition ,wheth-
er or not they are in favor of issuing
bonds for the purchase, building and
mainterince of turnpike roads in this
°ocean:free of toll to the traveling pub-
lic. And J J. Barnes, the sheriff of
Shia county, is hereby ordered and di-
rected so advertise said election and the
object thereof, for a peeled of at least
thirty days next before She day thereof
in some newspaper having the largest
circulation in this oounty and also by
printed hand bills posted up at nee less
than four public places in each voting
precinct in this county. and at the meat
house door.
The ayes and nays being coaled the
detailed vote is as follows, to wit:
Ayes: Nays:
8. G. Buokner. , J F. Dixon,
H. B. Mork, B. F. Fuller,




dltw,w4t. J. J. BARNES, 8. 0. 0.
The Ben. James B. Allentworth will
speak in the interest of the Dem-
ocratic party Saturney night Oot, 6, at
Union Hall, four tulles north' of Fair-
view.
HOT WEATHER and tender feet are
two tough problems. We can't regulate
the weather but we can make you &pair






Every Way Was Elks'
Fair And Carnival.
Good Time Had By All
Who Came.--City
Benefited.
The Hopkinsville Elks' Faheand Car-
nival came to an end in a blase of glory
Saturday night Old folks and young
ones, all sorts and conditions of people
thronged the grounds and happy shouts
and laughter filled the air. The carni-
val spirit was rampant and confetti bat-
tles numerous, and it was the universal
expression among all who were present
that a more joyous evening was never
spent in Hopkinsville.
The bees of order prevailed during the
entire week. Not a single arrest was
made on the grounds, and remarkably
few, considering the size of she crowds,
in the city.
In every respect, the Fair and Carni-
val was a superb success, surpaaaiug
even the most sanguine expectations of
its projectors, the Hopkinsville Elks'
Lodge. The expense in giving the fair
was enormous, and it was generally be-
lieved that the price of admission was
so small that considerable money would
be lost in the venture. However, when
all bills are settled, it is likely that the
balance will be on the right side of the
ledger..
The result' can not but be helpful to
Hopkinsville. There is not a business
man here who was not benefited. Sep
Somber is alwaye a dull month, bat the
fair injected life in the retail trade.
The enterprise and resources of the
Sown were advertised as they never
were before. The crowd Thursday was
She biggest middle of the week crowd
that ever gathered in this city, and Sat-
urday's sesemblege was the largest ever
brought together in this section of the
State.
Commercially, 'Deadly and financially
the big event was all that mild have
been desired, and every unprejudiced
citizen rejoices- with the Elks on their
suocees, and is ready to assist in making
the Second Annual Elk..' Fair and Oar-
nivel bigger and better tbau the one of
last week.
41.1•• • •=1.•
FELL FROM A TRAIN.
treater' Boy Badly Ushered While Com-
ing To Th. Fair.
Thuraday night, Jesse Watkins. a
sixteen yeare old boy, who was coming
to Hopkinaville to attend Um fair, fell
from the acoontodation train near the
bridge, a mile or two west of Trenton.
The cries of the wounded boy enacted
the attention of Mr Eug•ue Dickinson,
whose home I. nearby de carried the
youth to Trenton. where medical ser-
viette were rendered His right leg wad
brokea near the foot mid he sustained
ether slight Injuries. Wallatis said he
did net hooey how he happened to
tall, that be was passing from one oar




Complete Ili& NOW to Om on Ike
Official Roth.
The Prohibitionists have se tired the
1,000 names nemesia, in order to get
the Prohibition state likes on the offi-
cial ballot. The signatures were gotten
in ten days. according to Campaign
Manager Liken, where it has taken not
less than thirty days heretofore
NON, EDWARD CARMACK,
Brilliant Tesees-ee Quivers... Will
Speak Here Oct. M.
The Hon. E. W. °smack, of Tonne-
see, will address the voters of Christian
county in the interest of the Dem.
mastic party, at the courthouse on the
afternoon et October 20. As ii well
known, Mi Oarmaok is one of the most
brilliant and convincing orators in the
country. His speeches in the Congress
of the United States have created na-
tional interest. That he will be greeted
by an immense audience goes without
saying.
DEATH OF NONAGENARIAN.
Mr. Edward Tandy Died Of Cascer-
Buried at Dover.
Mr. Edwerd Tandy, one of the oldest
men in Christian county, died last Fri-
day at the borne of his daughter, Mrs.
Charles N. Rives, in the Hargett.'
Bridge neighborhood. He was born
ninety-Me years ago. Cancer was the
cause of his death. The remains were
taken So Doerr, Teas., where the fun-
eral awl bilsismen. book place Sunday.
00111 PEELOWS' GRAND LODGE.
The Grand Lodge of Kentucky Odd
Felines will'useet in annual session at
Mamie Hall in Louisville October 9 as 9
o'clock. An interesting event will be a
celebration is honor of Kr. Geo, W
Morris. who has remind the fiftieth
anniversary Of his membership in the
order and his fortieth as treasurer. Azur
Lodge, No. U. will entertain. Other
*octal floottires Will be a trolley ride and
an exoureleseni the seranier Oolumbia.
FOR BALL-My farm on the Canton








A joint meeting of the Teachers' as-
sociation of Christian and Trigg coun-
ties will be held at Cerulean Saturday
Oct. 20, and promises to be an occasion
of profit and pleasure to all who attend
Teachers and everybody inter-
ested in education are urged to be
present and make the meeting a success.
The program ocromittee, composed of
Alfred Cunningham, Mi ss Katie Mc-
Daniel, L. W Guthrie and W. L. Dave




9:30 a. m. Welcome address, Judge
R P. Turney.
Response, J. W. Morgan.
1. Teachers Training &bode, Alfred
Cunningham, Miss Katie Mel ianiel
2. Belay-Purpose in Life, Mrs. Nora
Williamson.
3. Nature Shady, Chas Evans.
4. Language, L. McCartney.
6. Development of Power in Pupils, R
A. Oook, R. T. R. Braswell.
6. Relation of the State College to Pub-
lic Schools, John H Brnff
7. Testa of Good Teaching. J. M. Cal-
vin, W. F. Alexander, J. T. Cun-
ningham
8. Reading, E. H. Ounningtam
9. Emmy-Southern Heroism, Mime Ber-
ta Meer.
10, The Press and Public Schools, J. W.
Morgan, Mrs. W. H. Hooks.
11. Educational Fads, E McCulley.
12. School Management, 0. E Dudley
IS. The College bred Man-His Place in
the Public School.., A. 0. Kuyken-
dall.
14. Our Faults-Experience meeeing,led
by M. X Mitchell.
15. The Problem of Schools in Kentucky
-Longer tertn,-Higher grade of
certificates, -More pay, and fewer
examinations, Miss Katie McDaniel,
Alfred Cunningham, Miss Nannie
Chalon, 0. E. Dudley.
IKE HART IS HAPPY.
His Tallyho Woe First Prize Is Ciscia.
..ti Parade.
In the beautiful II wal parade in Oin•
(linnet' Friday, the first prize, a •alua-
DI* piece of Rookwood pottery, was
awarded to the Southern Traveling
Men's Association, whose entry was a
tallyho. Mr. Isaac Hart, of this cAty, a
member of the Association, was one of
the occupants of the tally ho, which was
adorned with white snowballs green
to and drawn by six black horsed, the
ernes@ being white. The baskets were
covered with American beauty roses,
with natural fern back-ground. The
Owninercial-TriLune says of the award :
"there woe roach joy is the ranks of
the winaers of the DM prise yesterday,
although the boys who oomptised the
semmiallos of Introits/ nee, wore Sol
earpelasd, for May Maned eel Is via
from the very Ant it is related Mitt
they spell to their deUtelletralleneente.
thing like $1,000, sad they hare put to
moots of the past Iwo weeks lu perfect-
ing every detail of their parade plans."
• - -
GROUP OF STAR COURSE.
Seaion Ticket Subscribers Will Mark
Off Seats Thursday.
Thursday morning at 9 o'clock the di-
agram of opera house teats will be open-
ed at Harness' drug store to eubscribers
for season tickets to the "Group of
Stars Lecture Course." Manager Hol-
land is delivering season tickets today.
The first lecture will take place on the
night of Oct. 16, when Hon. George El
Wendling will deliver his dew lecture
Following him, Gov. Robert L. Taylor,
Dr. Homer Willem, Hon. Alf Taylor.and
Hon. Luther Manship will appear.
BUCKSKIN BILL.
Terrell Bros. Buckskin Bill s Wild
West show will arrive at Paducah and
go into %inter quarters on the Terrell
farm about Nov. lit. The show is in
Virginia and is attracting large crowds.
BURGLARY REPORTED.
Mies Fannie Morton reported to the
police Saturday that her room bad been
entered Friday night by a burglar who
stole two diamond rings and $10 in
money and that she fired four Dhoti at
the thief as he °wept! through a rear
door-
TOBACCO BARN DESTROYED.
Loss Is Abort Three Tbousaad Dollars
With Small Insurance
A large tobacco barn of William Sims
several miles from the city, together
with all it. contents, was destroyed by
fire one night last week while everyone
was from home. Fires had been built
in the barn for the purpose of curing the
tobacco, and ills supposed that the to-
bacco caught from these. Tee total
loss is estimated at about $3,000, with
small insurance.
DULL DAY IN COURT.
&sad Jury Returned Small Such 01
True Bills.
Saturday was a dull day In demi
court. The grand jury returned a small
phasson3and "(Aleut badly born. batch of unimportant indictments. As
Telephone 839, or South Reseedry oa l the work of the jury has not been am-
legs. If tested the time was extended one week.
Howard Sentenced.
Jim Howard was Saturday sentenced
to be hanged December 7 for the mur-
der of Oov. Goebel, Judge °antral ov-
errulingthe motion for a new trial. The
sentence was suspended for sixty days.
pending an appeal to tbe noun of ap-
peals. In response to the affidavit of B.
Leander Unify, that Howard was not
in the executive building at the time of
the amaamation, the annusonwesIth
filed a counter affi lava of John W.
Ray, of Carliele, county, that Chary said
on the day of theSkiderting that (Nebel
would never be goviiknor and that he
would be killed before the joint assem-
bly met. The affidavit of Mr Ray will
be brought before the January grand
jury-
FELI. SIXTY-FIVE FEET.
Aeronaut hanger Meets a Terrible Death
While Makieg As Ascemile.e.
Kid Ranter, a balloonist, met a terri-
ble death at Henderson Saturday while
making an ascension at the obese of the
Tre-Oceinty Fair. A dangerous wind
was blowing as the balloon amended
and swept the aeronaut to the top of a
high tree, where he was dragged from
the trapete and fell a distance of about
sixty five feet. Both arms were broken,
the bones protruding through the fiesb,
and several ribs were crushed in, besides
other injuries. He regained conscious.
nese, but died within thirty minutes




Os Record Is Incomplete and Warmest
Invalid.
The oommissioner of interest revenue
In answer to a letter of inquiry, speaks
of the failure of reoorders of instru-
ments and of clerks to note on the rec-
ord tbat instruments are stamped. The
record in such case is of )Iburse Moots-
plete, and prima facie the instruments
were not stamped. Revenue racers
have, of course, to investigate, and the
result is generally that a inej why of
them are found stamped But where
the record is inximplete, no abstracter
of title can certify that the title is in
the last grantee, congress having de-
clared an unstemped deed or mortgage
invalid.
••••--4111••••-
OLD AND CURIOUS DOC'JMEISTS.
Published le hopkiesville Nearly Eighty
Years Ago-A -Receipt."
We have before us a copy of docu-
ments, stained a brownish yellow with
time,unique in typography end mortis°
In their wording. The first is an ad-
dress published in Hopkinsville in 18•6
by the managers of the "Elkton Auxili-
ary Colonization Society," formed that
year for the colonization upon the coast
of Africa of the free negroes of America
The adiress,it may be remarked in pees
tog, is a stirring appeal fcr the abolition
of olavery in the South.
The other document is a copy of the
"Green River Almanac," printed and
sold at Hopkinsville by A MoOtilloch,al
the Republican offioe. It Wahine, be.
sides a very complizsa oalatidsr, a sam-
ba of "Valuable Receipts," ;Oa fret of
*MO we append,
"TO Oars Oeniampliellimit May,
father the 11,1*Pte Of Ihe thors basil
MAI two basaltss or them la a plat of
milli 10111 mood 1111 about milli wars
drink it the Ant thief, sad Mee take a
walk Immediately afterwards. The
flowers will be fit for nu all the year, if
well sprinkled with salt, and put into
an eirrthen pan or preserving jer, from
which the air I. carefully excluded."
The above documente are the valued
possessions of Mrs. Mary J. Willis, of
this city.-Clarksville Leaf-Chronicle.
PLEASURE AND COMFORT can be
had by wearing our shop-made shoes If
you have never worn • pair you should





Order new and you







add to thA above
can of
Old Manse Maple Syrup
and one pound
..CLOVER HILL BUTTER..








And Shotgun Were Weap-
ons In Duel.
Quarrel Over a Hog Re-
stilted In a Shoot-
ing.
John Goode, a well-known young
farmer who lives on the Starling place
north of the city, tilled Abe Goodwin's
left arm and side with bird shot Sunday
morning
A hog belonging to Goodwin, a ne-
gro hand, was running in Goodies field,
and the negro was directed to get It out.
Goodwin was not inclined to obey and
a quarrel followed.
According to Mr. Goode, the negro
hurled • hatchet at him with such force
that it. crashed through the weather-
boarding of his hones, in the door of
which be was standing. It narrowly
missed the young man's head. He seis-
ed his shot gun and fired. The negro
then threw a wedge at him and ran,
Mr. Goode came to town and surrender.
ed to Sheriff Barnees He was meg-
sized to answer to any indictment and
released.
Goodwin also came to Hopkineville
and had his wounds deemed by Dr. Lev-
erage His injury is slight. Hs claims
Goode shot his Swim and !without due
provocation. He will appear before the
grand jury this afternoon.
INDUSTRIAL SCSOOL.
Mrs. Horton, of New Jersey and Mrs
Cora Smith, of New York, have joie
completed a trip through the Northern
Kentuoky moantedas for the purpose of
selecting a location for an industrial
sobool. Mrs. Heim is a mosber of
the executive oommittee of as *satire
philanthropic organtaatien of which
Mies Helen Gould is a member. It is
understood that Mies Helen Gould be-
came much interested in 'admen&
woriein her recent visit to Keneeeky
and will supply in 'mese part the Neces-
sary funds.' McKee, the seat of Jack-
son county, twenty miles from a rate
r.ed station, was the pima seleoted by
Mrs; Horton and Mrs. Smith.
POSTOFFICE ROBBED.
Heavy Haul Made At
Bowling Green By
Experts.
(Special to the New Era.)
BOWLING GREEN, Ky, Oct. 1.-
The postoffloe at this place was broken
into and robbed last night of between
$4,500 and $1c000 In money and stamps.
The robbers are supposed to be experts
who have been operating in this notion
for some time.
TO 017212 A COLD 1.11 01* DAY
Take Lazative Bro.. fgainine UMW.
All srugossa rotund the mosey it it
fails 10 aim It W. Grove's signature





IVIIVONS of Women Use CUTICURA SOAP, exclealvelepreserving, purifying, and beautifying the skim, floe deams-
ing the scalp of crusts, scales, and dandruff, and the
of falling hair, for softening, whitening, and soothing reettringugh,
and sore hands, in the form of baths hor annoying irritations,
inflammations, and chafings, or too free or offensive perspiration,
in the form of washes for ulcerative weakoases, and many sanative
antiseptic . purposes which readily mugged themselves to women
;ad mothers, and for all the purposes of the toilet, bath, and
nursery. No amount of persuasion can induce those who have
once used it to use any other, especially for preserving =dont
lyinghe .skin, scalp, and hair of infants and children.j
SOAP combines delicate emollient properties dahol boon
CUTICURA, the great skin cure, with the purest of &Arnim
ingredients and the most refreshing of flower odors. No other
medicated soap ever compounded is to be compared with it for
fizzing, purifying, and beautifying 
the skin, scalp, hair, and
No other foreign or domestic toilet soap, however megamaJ
sive, is to be with it for all the purposa of the nolle
bath, and nursery. Thus it combines id ONE SOAP at ONE
PRICE, viz.,TWENTY-FIVE CENTS, the BEST skin and cam-
pieition soap, the BEST toilet and BEST baby amp in the wad.
Cuticura °Nit° &term' ail Mad Trudged far Easy 11111Fr(*misting of ('rn -v BA Nor (5..), es deem Seals et sUOnd
The Set, $1.25 r.1,11.„,,, 
SOC 
r.t", ttam."446"" eimodi""wwar ra rramak
bes/,and evricvaA Iticeoi.viner (Kw ), to cool sae ammo lai5km, A Noes. are Is Miss
safastest to safe tie memo* humor when all else Ms. Perrin' Deus AM 01•1101. OM?, Side











Chita is sensually the lead of pagodas, sad Petslinserish in these assoinsioss wf Ce
ladial worshipful arehitootare. flare us many
City," two esieeiniess of which are shows is the ilhistratioa.PV.marble pefel l : 4
in de
elussaidiaa is ate of the most beautiful structures of ausiout ow modem i
sausuit earl various outlooks extensive views of the city sad its seurrwrilisia ass
TWO KINDS OF FURNITURE
One for SHOW and the other for WEAR. We
combine the two by adopting the most graceful and
artistic styles to articles of every use. Hence or
Furniture is always artistic as well as durable. Ow
Undertaking Department is up-to-date in every par
tkular.
Kitchen & Wailer.




Is marked in plain figures on every job in our
house, They are marked when first set up on the floor







Will be allowed on every buggy, surrey and phaeton




All fresh new goods. ONE-SIXTH OFF means
from $12.00 to $25.00 an each vehicle. Will accept
cash or good note in settlement. They ought to move
out fast at this price.




I "lift*tolo St obi,
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• SPF1121.1-1reer ara , &mesa
$1.00 A YEAR.
.,ge=?eas saila posioeles In Hoptiasvilie
Baal similar
Friday, Oct. 5 1900.
- ADVERTISES RATES:-
iticka., arsam=asa . 
esiels tares swaths ...- ..... -... S.
ash. ea mesas ... , _ • 
S.i a m
  Se
ask wee war-- ......-... ..   Sin
agislaselinsemi 1 rade may be bad by ameba-
WI 11110 Wile&
I adverindrull yeast be pale ter In
at= ler yearly advertleMassie wIn be
tinints pvisemeesety.z tnesetielitlebenea=
l ine obsess& tettanall
Ilitalleamealassis of liarrlises aad Deaths,
• nee aye Hasa, and nalIans of
saallar "roue's, eve tleaellibe=
&tees, Beeolutessisee
grata.
. - CLUBBING RATES: -
lhaVenismr Oiswlen. sae the follow**
Ostenesesal














f Oka= Oomer-Firet Monday in Imo
lebilleartitNoaday in February and deer
IaiaiLY Ooons--dasend Mondays
, April, Joky and Oceolow.
TOW. First Tusiday in April
' October.















,IIIIMICLY NIT se SAWS.
l. Oats is Kamenelly boo is
onnalls moulted a repsillass mow
. bow bone tar boil enviable. Wien
ire remember Mat near a Repablisea
Olpagmr all kinds is Mates were row
at lawless element at Wm
" Male sibtred to run rarrat. is is ao
.1111611116111 at people et ores SONO
MOM brelSoll at lbe apeolasie, says
SAS' IMO Ilis Stir that thin Is
=rneliferosIty seaming all Mkby Warp lir York's 1st it
en kissd* sebeeNed ;IIM people
• snide d Nis bin an bean lbel se
' sellgbeend plegls SIMON be a mann
' sielpsplele soy ink ides. II me
, Maws* by wreak* Is Os onialty
• IMI sea do alba* el be lkspebb•
ler espodble be anon is
feeble sad bb abilmissie aid esorpers
bog Oho Ilepahilsaa seaman met tad
Oselletial thr Taylor had doss. They
asiehriall Years. sr a Teglar's Wet
adelsen and aerially essoased ve4sa-
s101111, IN ell Mae me bee el Penb-
fen, The no tor Mir as Report-
!irk tay reperahr pan at Ike
et Irseausky will support rue
a ism& dad sash a prism,
One to dairy a. repotalisa
lbw all their liswisMaille.
deelles is Tato wear dolor
nesse we nye at regarlog ear
To Larasky Desseeraoy
Ilezt Ink kw a resissailowisThsough all die Sayre
heilis lowlesner red breathed ast
firma se a Doshoent is sabre, in sni-
fter every effort was to 'Mere
puessrve Ow rod nem et as
Ito seater what Weaken sr
to the Dereentas party, as
presswalloa to their geed
art law-shidiag *AS, as dle -
dwerg.lie Whaler as. is
Had it not bees Mr the
- nommgeamp piety Kenesety monad ben
Mem visaged late sock a gulf is dr-
eam esis Isar it imposeible in mar
eiberre her good same. As 111 W. *A
Mb is Mar sashes, both Republicans
to sot *betas Ms people
are waking with in-
olldidadolo will indorse by tbe ma at
lowbrows ar whether they
• ties It tie& W.4 arts run
theemelvai la brew the kw ond
IS is a great work for the DOM-
maim
pains are thecriss at sesame
trom tortured mnocke, adds(
sod excited nerves The blood bee
pair ed by dm aocessulatios of
swear la the gram. and am MD
'She pure 
and health sutein•
legalize. The whole 
.,.m.._of this acid poison' and
On blood Me been periled aid
back to a healthy conditins mil
ad ram etre.
gill.:=Zronsysit7S•i&














&Wel remody is eV
sad tonic, is




I'm a wild and woolly cowboy hose the plain.
I'm a Mathias, bold rough-rider front the W 
ir
'618.2• limmesil swarthy Spanierds have I stabi-
1 deal think-bei I tried my level hem
Tao blood et kissasder's in my veins,
I sigh far ether eineinents to win;
TO pas She yoliawbestees all is Magas.
Wigle to gamic I emu proudly prancing
Hear myssSSbl Yap I Yap'
tr̀ sem eier risses.'ime. saw
wbeel *way wawa bonne e'er Me bodies of the dead I
1 ma Nadi, Teddy, Teddy, warlike Teddy, aghtiog Ted
ass eased set minimises. 40 111 s'S 1141,00i1-
er Masan and vicious,
11




I ride ray bronobe rough shod over laws
Blemeetity bee written for Man'. good; ',till
I Marro is savage war-well, jeet booms" „ id lii1I.-
My reeeed as in. Jaaa's ray live/Mood.
I fought when bet a led at public school,
And I've fought sad aka ammans ever since;
The Mom who &meal Isle's a blooming tool;
Of "wrappers" Imo easily the prince!
• ..• •
Hem awl whoop 1 Weep! Woopl 
4.
is. the rased, run and Mop
To weld my Woody builds that go singing overhead!
I am Teddy, Teddy, Teddy, terrible Teddy, fighting Ted,
I believe in "out plain duty,"
AM I'm leadiag Sbe stramous
I am Stormy to a marked degree;
I have weeds all about myself and Spain;
I am modeet in my mesas@ yo* will see,
Time. Obey brake with the promen "I" plain.
Est my record as a leiter none can doubt,
Per lisliting is my gospel and my creed;
I will put Mess sleepy Session to root
And.:serdi Vaal SIM many a gory dad,
See me ride, rids, ride, . -,
With my swordiel at my gds.
TM bloody bold rough-rider, who will paint the °ornery red!
I am Teddy, Teddy. Toady. ariaoas Teddy, lighting Ted:
Looking through an.Y glasses .smag...a..i.a. •
At a wadi of Boob sad mess,
Who think thee I am leading the obressma hie.
-RUDOLF STEINHAGEN.
G
Maio per0p kV it is • maser a- am-
indsioNes MON Ma Ma marage and
the mamboed as take Mil is MC .eites-
Sion and snake re arse is Lareeklaa
ease same a part his.
If Om Paul kis lett the Tarsal
luesver, he will be weineseed In the
United States, wen W he in on
bringlag b. Male load et geld okra
withAts.
People wits duty tie "anima?' be•
twee. likeet BMWs and the United
amiss will Madly note Lind Reseberry's
remit remarks on Sao "Wag, sad rite
and make a tow I:Amebas
-tairly-Iye assayed now meal bare
boas ordered from Ohba to lamas sad
yob Ouraral MaArtbor waste more in
amble Wm input down Me "rebellion."
WWI MS?
We albe Ombe Modred Dollars Re-
wind lea ang are is Oatarrb thM can-
.4 be mead by Ball's °Men* Ours.
1.3. OZWIEY 
C°Teliida. 1"ttio,
Ws, Um andeeelpsed, bere llama F.
J. Crow for a. ..s II plIK and be-
Novo bli pertstry beasoMli all be.
ram Inassolleas and thierally able
ft eery or ma idollesins mmdi by
Ca lb ?Wel. W
laillfaCs)611+1JtaerimmjelebetgliaDne=
, TW* O 0.
Mare Oairri7M-re rhea internal-
tf. MOM &MOM open Os blood and
radeali the germ Pries
MA by all tinnier.
5.
Ms an Ihe beel.
liMalimeM11111-
Plasm* sad bard She sem to
MIN In nallloin wane it ham& of
ober Is. Mir Whis lbe world is
phesproas arra Ms snob new
and then hes SO relnaa la eves.
nen are illas INN nab a pealed is
seIreesbnsalit ear is hod. It will
some tresa mak* essesal seem but
it wW be sbeepsdl le die piny la pews
rem Ihsillrz...sdd wide.
The maks view et the relates it
the NW Is burs abarasser and Ms-
dud Is mend In away a familiar ez•
prosier We risk is then brag "hod
bleed" barren people at saaary, is
"Mae bird" r ladleallag arsaw,
of "Ms* Weed" as &worms, a womb-
nose nem an in malty satthea
lire lair sr ballet rat hi the dew
lel, wart air *par roc "the blood
Is dr Ma" The ewe beds is a health-
ful, bow eml motel Ifs is pare blood.
Wilk Me bleed pm% Mow km ea
pommel Wen plass in as eyebolt
For lab reams as sea of Dr. riseoe's
Odds. Mafiosi Discovery rids Me body
of Mamma white have their origin in
iayerity S Sbe Wood. It absohitely
paralare bind. oam,ag51 Or ware
aid promos rester. inoresalag
maks of SIM bind making &Nthsit
WHIM ItO Obo body or sePPIYMIS the
bleed in quantity end quality sat& sob
umential Mae assdition of health. It
mess minium eight people out of every
hamdred who give it a fair trial.
FINIS
Imposed For Several Mi-
nor Offences.
The following in.. was imposed
Magary In armee court:
L. & N. H. R., failing to ring bell
and blow whistle at oresstag $100.
ivenes iserstalemler. ..d notion, de-
fusing ploodod guilty to charge of
snide amd wen Seed Coo
George Oldham, Naming. $98.
Bei Majors, mac SO.
BIM Pilase•sia. e•a w.all Kag
lien days bi jell. 
.A.
Ansa M.7. 6. o. d. v.see and les
dese in lea
IPTOZT OP A isLaVa.
To be Mond band sad foot for years
by Ohs Mains et laws Is the worse
toms of sinewy. Geo. D. Williams, of
Manch...wt. Mob , tells how snob a
slave was made free. He says: "My
wife has been so helpless for five year.
that she could not tarn over Is bed
Moms. After 'dog Me bottles of Moo
Iris BMus she is wooderfatly immitured
Ind ado to ds her own work." This
swab remedy for female diseases
*Katy mires aervouenses, sleeplessness
molonaboly. Medullae. batik ache, faint-
ing and Busy spoils. Thb =bedewed'.
hes usdaras is a gedmed is weekalek-
ly, ran down people. Georooleol.
Osly No at L. L 0, K.
WAY% 5,0. larderiek's, 3.0 Oook's
and Aadomee • Few ler's drag Mum
CASTOR IA






Are Candidates for Coun-
ty Physician's Office.
artsiPie;'
Election Put Off Till Sat-
urday--Fiscal Court
Proceedings.
• elootios of a mm0 Waysides
soltedided to take Woos yesterday wee
perpord ea maks of one of Me May.
wbo MOM tbeli appaloosa for
She @Moe resoled venue hp Dil V. /L.
Gmee's resignation mime so
that acre Ohne was seededI. whisk in
croadder their respective Maims OM-
Mates will be voted for Saturday
marlielf at ten o'cleek.
• following appropriable were
made yedgeSeg : $7.110 inputs Moos-
dement light in Jell; $140 SS 1300 0.11
work is talk River bridge user Little
Elver Snook ; ISO to raise "behead and
heir wing wells at bridge ins Grew
vine road sear O. J. Lacy's; $8.60 for
rental of Wishes@ is OosaM Jadge's
Moe.
A conanam was appolated to confer
with Masse L. Lb la narrow lo a is
Omani of not for dm aemory at Mee.
yes.  Halt TM annul rental b POO.
The following lialrietratee were pia-
oat : N. B. Oleok, artier, I. Y.
Older B. P. Polka, II. O. Haley, W
IL LAW, T. W. Major and W. S. Farber.
FIEVESTIOD A TZAOIDT.
Tim* loaseshalloa Ova Kre Geo
Lees, is New araterrille, Ohio, pro-
IMMO a beellad err* red saved
SIM lvos. • frigliatel ecnigb bad beg
kept Mr awake every night. ilbe had
Med man, semollse aell doctors bet
'Seedily grew worm until urged to try
Dr. King's Jew Discovery. Ons bottle
',MO, and bee sed she writes this
111111Preloas inedates also cared Mr.
1.0aget a is etedok of pneumonia.
AM Serer MI pliltivs proof of the
atakiblms omit of this grand remedy
for oaring all throat, oboes nod Wag
troebles. Only 50 dots and $1 00.
ttial bottle free at L. L. Elgin's, 0. K.
WY17's, R. 0. Hardwick'., J. 0. Oook's
and Anderson & Fowler's dreg stares.
livery kale guarated or prioe refunded
AGAIN FiGlITING LEGAL BATTLE.
t
gili 'Case is Progress Is Glradt
Coed.
The Lsyno will case to occupying the
attention of circuit court. Judge Cook,
who is related to persons Interested in
the suit, vacated the bench and MO
John Phelps was eleded /pedal judge.
When the case was tried at the Febru-
ary term of must, the jury could not
agree. Bath sides are represented by a
strong array of attorneys.
DONS IT kA1 TO BUY OBEAP?
• °heap remedy for coughs and Golds
I. all right, but you want something
that will relieve and our. the more se-
vere and dangerous mules of throat
and lung troubles. What shall you do?
Go ID SWIMS and more regular climate?
Yell potable; if not ponsibb for you,
the. in either ease take the WILY ram*.
dy that has been introduced in all civi-
lised countries with swoon in severe
throat and lung troubles, "Bosokee's
German Syrup." It not only heals and
stimulates the tissues to destroy the
germ disease, but allays inflamation,
7 easy expectoration, gives a goods rest, and oures the patient. Try
MI bottle. Recommended many years
by all druggists in the world. For mle
y druggists in all civilized countries.
MO TOUR FEET ACNE AND BURN?
Shake into your shoes Allen's Foot-.
Ease, a powder for the feet. It cures
the feet and makes tight or New Shoes
feel Easy. Cares Corn., Bunion., Swol-
len, Smarting, Hart, °allot's, Sore and
Sweating Feel. Allea's Foot-Ease re-
lieves all pain and gives rest and owe-
tort. We have freer 80,000 testhnosials.
It dares while you walk. Try it,TODAY
AU druggists and shoe store. sill it, 25o.
Sample sent free, Address Allen 19
Olmsted, Le Roy, 91, Y.
V 4
It's the Lame Leg
thet sets the pace. A chain is no
seivager than Its weekeet link. Pry
weak sixes and pieces that sem. Sty
biomass they hurt, try
Johann' s traders. Platen.
Is Pit's phrase, they "suck out"
the soreness and pain. Look tor
lb. Zed Cron. No ethos beer that
Apr II mime ateakaal + glee.
00111110,4 • JOIENSON.
99111101111161, Clesisla Pew Tett
STRONG
Address Delivered By Con-
gressman Allen.
Ably Discussed Both Na-
tional Questions And
State Issues.
Oongreeinnan H. D. Allen's epeeeh at
the court house Monday afternoon was
one of the ablest discussions of national
and state issues that Hopkinsville voter.
nave heard. For nearly two hours he
dealt with the chief political qu onions
exhaustively sod with considerable elo-
quent*. Republican misrule, the money
question, war tax, the colonial policy,
the trusts, were all convincingly ar-
gued Oonoerning the paramount issue
he said:
I believe in expansion, but not the
expansion of imperialism. I believe in
the expansion of trade and commerce,
in the expansion that carries the spirit
of our institutions out into the world as
the inspiration for the imbuilding and
the elevating of the human rale, in the
expansion that carries with it the armor
and shield of self-government and the
doctrine that all men are born equal.
Have you thought of the meaning of
this imperialistic venture? It has
meant the death of 533 of our eoldiers
killed in action, 193 deaths train wounds,
1,668 deaths from disease, 2,072 wound-
ed and an ezpense to this time of $186,-
678,000 in money. It means a standing
army of 100,000 men with the attendant
expense and its menace to free institu-
tions. It means more blood and tears,
more suffering and broken hearts. It
saMes rain to our country, the fall of
the Republic and the rise of the Empire.
The remaider of his speech was devot-
ed to State issues. He said:
We are, my friends, face to face with
the most vital Issue In the history of our
State, an issue, the decision of which,
means as much if not more to the peo
ple of Kentucky than the result of the
national election. I shall not undertake
here and DOW to go into detail of events
which have led up to the present state
of affairs. I have not come to discuss
the merits or demerits of the Goebel
law. While I telterve it can be made a
boiler law by amendment and ought to
he amended, the murk of the country
have vetoed upon it and sustained its
validity. It has stood the test and is
the law. The great Woos is whether
you will vote for upholding the laws of
the State or whether you will endorse
oeasiptraoy and amassinatiou. A man
occupying the high office of Stet. Sena-
tor, while engaged in the responsibilities
of the office, and contesting under
the IOW with W. S. Taylor for the
office of Governor has been shot
down and his life taken because be
was contending under the law for
his rights. Thal act WU not, ID my
opinion, the act of a crank or of the par-
Was feeling of the man who tired the
fatal shot, but was the dealt of a • pre-
arranged plan on the part of W. S. Tay.
lot and his fiestioieles in crime to lake
She life Of Wm. ClOebel rather than that
be should be the Governor of Kentucky,
Wes though entitled thereto by law.
This OtillepirtiOy brought from lb. moon.
Was of Kentooky a thousand desper-
ate, lawless, irresponsible men, armed
Sham with rilis and galling gun and
datirmed then around the capital
grounds for the purpose Of intimidating
the legislature, then in &MUM, alarm-
ing the people and defying the law.
This conspiracy dispersed the legisla-
ture on the pretext of existing insurrec-
tion and drove its members from place
S. Warm la the oily of Frankfort to pre-
Veal him from the discharge of his du-
ties It civil authority subordinate So
military despotism; it suspended and
prevented the execution of the writ of
habeas corpus; it issued parons to men
before they had been arrested or aocus
ed of murder, knowing who would be
accused.
The Republican party in its Louisville
platform says :
"Important as are thole questions of
aational policy, the Republican party of
Kentucky is compelled to subordinate
Its other aims and purposes to the sol-
emn duty of restoring the right of suf-
frage to the people of this common-
wealth. It unreservedly dedicates its
organization and the undivided effort
of He membership to the single and par-
amount cause of civil liberty and invites
the co-operation and support of tile
right thinking and liberty cherishing
citizens of all all parties."
Civil liberty When you have openly
placed an armea force within and
around the legislature of the state to
prevent the enacting of law; Civil lib-
erty, When the people's reprecentatives
are driven from the legislative building
out into the streets at the point of the
bayonet. Olen liberty, when conspira-
cy and assassination are the product of
your deliberations. Civil liberty,
when you have been thwarted
by the highest courts of the
State and the United States. Civil Lib-
erty when a jury of your Commonwealth
has said that one of your heroes is guil-
ty of conspiracy and murder. Civil
Liberty, from a party whose chosen and
exalted ruler, W. S. Taylor, is a fugitive
from justice charged with murder. God
grant that we may never come under
the rule of such civil liberty as this. Let
me read you what has been said by the
Chicago Times-Herald, one of the prom-
inent Republican newspapers of the
country:
"It cannot be denied that the State
produced a formidable array of evidence
tending to prove that the assassination
of:Goebel was not the worirof a reckless
lane-devil mountaineer, who iid the
dastardly job upon his own responsibili-
ty, but that it was the result of a care-
fully planned conspiracy There is no
longer any dgObt among fair minded
Republicans4a well as Demoorats that
the Goebel `murder was deliberately
planned and that the alisWein wail the
agent of a conspiracy which conceived
that some advantage was to be derived
from the removal of the Democratic
claimant to the governorship."
What do you think of this tribute to
the Republican plea of Civil Liberty?
The Republican party spots thin plat-
form of "Otvil lAborty" have nominat-
ed Mr. Jobs W. Y Pekes as their nandi-
date for Governor and you are naked to
support him. What do you think will
be his trot °Motel sot In the way of oar.
rying out this platform if sleeted gov-
ernor? I don't hesitate to say that it
will be to pardon every man charged
With the murder of Goebel, whether he
be or be not °cavil:40d. Is that the kind
of Civil Liberty that the law abiding
' people of the State desire? Do you west
a an pardoned to prevent $ trial by a
Jury of his country? It so vote for Mr.
Y inked. -
My friends, in contrast with the ac-
tion of this aggregation, who hays de-
fied the laws of our land. I cite you to
the records of the Democrats. Through
all these trying hours they bays held
steadfastly to and abided by the law.
No act of theirs out be construed in de-
fiance of any law. I defy the Republi-
can party to point me to a more patient
submission to the law than has been ex-
hibited by them. To me it challenges
the admiration of every law abiding man
of whatey er political party. We have
named for your candidate a man who,
though not old in years, ham proven him-
self worthy of the honor conferred on
him. He is competent, he is honest, no
stain is upon his smash:A:mon. He will,
it elected, uphold and maintain the hon-
or and good name of our beloved State.
That man is J. 0. W. Beckham.
BOOM
Looked For In Hopkins-
vine Tobacco rlarket.
Mitw Crop is Reported To
Be In Fine Con-
dition.
Reports received from the Board of
Inspectors and the warehousemen of
this city show tbat there has been but
little doing upon the tobacco market
during the past few weeks, and that
everything will matinee dull until the
new crop is ready for delivery. Luis
have been in some demand, and when-
ever any of the finer grades have been
put on the breaks, they have sold.
Agents representing foreign firma have
been doing very little buying.as nothing
suited to their /rants is being cffered.
The local brokers report business as dull
in their line with but few orders being
received.
The loose tobacco market has been
quiet, and will remain so until the new
crop begins to move. The stemmeries
are all closed for the season, and will
not open for some time. Several sales
of Sue tobacco have been effected pri-
vately, and all at satisfactory prices.
A boom is looked for as soon am the
new crop is ready for delivery, as there
is reason to believe it will be in extra
fine condition. There have been some
good rainy during the last ten days, and
as a consequence the growing crop is in
splendid shape, and will yield a much
larger percentage than was expected.
The monthly report of the inspeotors
shows the receipts for September to be
75 bhcle, as compered with 430 hhds, for
the same time last year; receipts for the
year, 13,976 hbds. as compared with 15,-
540 Wide, Ian year. Sales for pad
month, 648 Wads, as compared with 1,-
886 lag. year; sales for 51211 year,
11,239 bhds, as compared with 16,061
bbds, last year, Shipments for past
month 989 bbd., as oompared with 1,099
hbds, last year: shipment, for the yeet
10,840 hogsbeedt, as compared Wills 14+-
574 bbds, last year. Shook on sale, 740
bbds, as compared with 987 bbds. last
year; stook sold3,971 hbds, as compared
with 9,578 bbd., last year ;stook on band
8,711 Wide, as compared with 8,830 Wads,
last year.
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FROM DAY TO DAY
Gov, William Goebel's will was pro-
bated in the Kenton County Dien at
Oovinglon Monday. He leaves his en-
tire estate to his brother Arthur. The
will was made in 1886, when Goebel's
property holdings were small. It was
In his own handwriting and there were
no witnesses.
+ + +
Dun's review of the wheat market
says that the top price since July was
again reached on Saturday, but pur-
chasers seem to stop buying when 83
emits is quoted, and the reaction was
prompt. There was little cause for
strength in last week's statistics. The
American visthle supply increased 1,-
066,000 barbels, and the amount on pas-
sage gained slightly, but world's ex-
ports fell off heavily, principally in the
amount sent from this country.
I t
The sensation of the turf world is the
reported sale of the brood mare Bally-
hoo, for $50,000. J. E Madden, who
purchased the mare with a colt by hot
side and in foal to Kingston, the sire of
Ballyhoo Bey, from Forsythe Bros., re-
oently for $11,500, has realized hand-
somely upon his investment by dispos-
ing of the mare with foal to Hon. W. 0.
Whitney. Kr. Maddest has also priced
the yearling colt by Hanover, dam Oor-
reetion, at $100,010, She highest value
ever placed upon a yearling. Several
wealthy Eastern turfman were anxious
to aid this giandly bred colt to their
string, and asked Madden to place a
price upon him, and the answer was
$100.000 Mr. Madden says if the colt is
worth 23, he is worth the price fixed
and it will take that much to land him,
+ + +
The jury of anal appeal in the Paris
exposition awards haa finished its work
The statement prepared for the United
States committee shows that America
received the highest number of awards
of any nation save France, and that she
also received more awards in each clas-
sification except grand prizes, in which
Germany secured a greater number.
The figures, excepting for France, fol-
low:ur
and Prizes-Uoited States, '415;
Germany, 2118; Russia, 900; Great Brit-
ain, 406
Silver Medals-United Slate., 501;
Germany, 575; Russia, 411, ()real Brit-
ain, 517.
Brown+ Medals- United States. ;
Germany, 39), Hoists 891; Gnat Brit-
ain, 410
Honorable Mention-United Make,




F. A. Bowies has been appointed ma-
ilable In the Eighth (Fruit Hill) Magic'
tidal district, vice John T. Willem. re_
I n crease of Thi1ty...9r
_ sign
ed.
L st YearOver a
Judge Robbins WIN &pea admitted to the bar. He passed a high-
Here.-Other Pollti- ly creditable examination. Mr. South-
all is a young man of ineellsot and ap-
plication, a °lose student and of exem-
plary habits. His Meads believe he will
make his mark in his Moms profession.
ATTORNEY BERMAN SOUTHALL.
Mr. Herman Southall, eldest son of
cal Notes.
k Mr. W• SOLitrhall, 
was wedneiday
The number of voters registered is
larger by thirty-one than last year.











Supplementary registration for the
benefit of voters sick or a beent from the
city will take place in the County
Olerk'm office October 29, 30 and 81
--
Judee J. Z. Robbins, of Mayfield, will
address the voters of Christian county
at the court house in Hopkineville,Octo-
ber 9th.
The I emocratic State Campaign °on:i-
ndite has made the official announcement
that Hon. E. W, Oarmack,of Tennessee,
will speak in Hopkinsville, Oct. 20
Attorney a W. Southall will not run
for Congress on the Peoples' Party
ticket. He who nominated, it will be
remembered, by the &bre, convention
and was given sixty days in which to
determine whether Or not he would
make the race.
After carefully considering the mat-
ter he has come to the conclusion that,
owing to business reasons, he can not in
justice to himself make the race.
Ool. J. M. Holmes has accepted the
nomination of the Prohibition commit-
tee of the Second district for congress,
In place of Dr. W. S. Danley, who de-
clined it some time time ago.
- -
Ool. W. R. (Bill) Howell, of Hopkins-
ville, oommonwealth'i attorney at
Christian county, will mete a Dnmo-
°ratio speech at the courthouse Satur-
day night.-Owensboro Inquirer.
The -Prohibition Train" containing
Hon. John G. Woolley, candidate for
President, Geo, W. Bain and other Pro-
hibition leaders, will pan through Hop-
kineville Saturday going North. It is
likely that the train will stop here a
short time and that 'Mr. Woolley and
others will deliver brief addressee.
 40.




Ile designation of day for holding
Presidential election is left to congress,
The first SOS passed by it relating to that
subject, was in 1791. It provided that
presidential electors should be appoint-
id "within thirty.fear days before the
ins Wednesday in December." This
left each Stale free to soled a day to
mil itself within those limit'. Penneyl.
viola ohms electors on She last Friday
In October. Other dates elected theirs
On different days between the beginning
and middle Of November.
When Harrison was sleeted in 1840
e Demoorate asserted that his election
due partly to fraudulent voting,
which was made possible by the leek of
a Waite election dey. IS was alleged
that Keotticky and Obi° Whip bad
voted in both Stales, the elections Wog
bald on different days. So Jo 1645 the
Democrats passed the law now on the
statute books making the first Tuesday
after the first Monday in November
election day.
At that time, but five of the twenty-
six States' held their State election' in
November. In Michigan and Mississip
pi voting was carried on through two
daye-the Met Monday and the follow-
ins Tuesday. New York had three
election days-the first Monday, Tues-
day and Wednesday-but had finally
confined voting to the middle day of the
first Tuesday after the first Monday.
Massachusetts chose Stab officers on the
second Monday in November, and Dela-
ware on the second Tuesday. So con-
gress selected the first Tuesday after
the first Monday to consult the conveni-
ence of three states out of five, one of
the three being the important State
of New York.
O ALISO "I" OP Ft X .41.




Yes, August Flower still has the Ian
gest sale of any medicine in the civi-
lized world. Your mothers' and grand-
mothers' neve thought of using any-
thing else for Indigestion orBillioasnees.
Doctors were 'cares and they seldom
heard of Appendicitis, Nervous Pripet's-
Hon, or Heart Failure, etc. They used
August Flower to clean the system and
stop fermentation of nodigested food,
regulate the action of the liver stimu-
late the nervous and organic of the 'sys-
tem, and that is all they +took when
feeling dull and bad, with headaches
and other aches. ,You only need a few
doses of Green's August Flower, to
liquid form, to make you satisfied there
is nothing serious the matter with you.




Was the result of kb splendid health.
Indomitable will and tremendous ener-
gy are not found where stomach, liver,
kidneys and bowels are out of order.
If you wish these giantism and the suc-
cess they bring, use Dr. King's NewLife
Pills. They develop every power of
brain and body. Only 25 oents at L.L.
Elgin, 0. K. Wyly, R. 0 Hard-
wick, J. 0. Gook and Anderson & Fow-
ler, druggists.
FOOTBALL
Team Organizes For Pres-
ent Season.
Series of Good Games
Will Be Arranged-
First Saturday.
The Hopkineville football team has
been organized for the present season
and a aeries of exciting games will take
place at intervals during the next two
months.
The members of the team are the fol-







Others will be added.
Games are being arranged with
▪ Olarkrrille, Owensboro, Mad-
isonville, Franklin, Tenn., Lebanon,
Tenn ,and others.
A game will be played next Saturday
with the South Kentucky college boys
at Masotti' park at 8:30 o'olook. The
admission will be 260s.
The teams are old rivals and an in-





AT THE CLOSE OR BUSINESS
September 29th, 1900.
RESOURCES.
Loans and Disoounta, leas loans
to directors . SIK,711D 41'
Overdrafts Unsecured. ...... . .... 11 751 SI
Due from National Banks 575,905 77 '
Due from State Banks and
Bankers ilkintl SS 110.404 Ti
Banking House and Lot  wine 00
Otter rail estate  6.***
OtherStooks and Bonds..  16,000 00
Specie 1116,001 99
Currency   17,40 IN
Exobange for charism- LISS a 114,910 Su
Other Items tarried as-cash  ail 11
Cvirrent expenses lass quarter  1.1116 16
Stamp Account .... ......... . lie to+
Money 114 transit 150 go
0111.111741
1,IA11L11•1211.
Capitol Stock old 1 SOO 00
paid in, in cash. ....I tiew.tis,75) Co 1101.0111 Is
+surplus Puna  Hai+ ou
redivided profits  5.104 lie
Deposita subject to tibial
, ion vibleb Infanta is
not as..  , . 1101.077 44
Due mete leaks and
Bankers . Pr eT 10 le
Invidends Unpetd  . IMP us
laze* Due sine oupaki tat aside). 1104 IS
Sana17 el
M/ATII or K INTIMACY,
CoV STY or CA •41144.4A
4. IC. 11 Pherson, Cashier of Bank of Hop.
k In • vi I le, a bank located and doing business
at lie.! ii It,, In the city of-Ttopkina-
rifle in said county, being duly sworn, says
that the foregoing report Is In all respects a
trae statement of the condition of said
honk, at the close of business on the Mk day
piarisibrerIWO,to Ike best of his knowledge
aid belief; and further says that the busi-
ness of said bank has been transacted at the
location stained, and not elsewhere; sad that
the 44134Ar report Is made In °Wapiti:ince with
as official notice received from the Searre.
tory of State designating the Nth day of
Septetnber, Maas the day on which such
report shall be made.
J. E. MoPiteasomiCaahler.
if sway C.Osnr, Direetur.
W. T. eowt.sa, Director.
C H. Busy, Director.
Subscribed and sworn to before me by J. E
McPherson, the 155 day of October, ISM
J. P. liousese,




THE CLOOMIOF BUslotea ON THE
11TH DAY OP SEPTEMBER, lino.
tift+SOU SCES.
Doan. and Discounts, 140+ loans 10
Directors ttlIJUTT
Ove rd raft*. secured  4111A0
Overd rang, Unsecured  SUSS
Due from NationagBauks $50447.59
Due from Stole Ranks and
Bankers  16,719 76 117.911 Si
Ranking House and Lot. use.
Other Real Estate 7,555 55
Other Stocks and Bonds . 61,331 00
Specie  7,1)44 54
Currency   15,11500
Exchange. for Clearing*. Ma 21,0wi se
Other Items carried as cash.   1.640 Of
Carron& expenses last
quarter   1,00 ss 1.44510
Asylum warrants  V de 01
Revenue Stamps  et et
00,5055
LIABILIT128.
Capital Stock paid In. In cash WAD+ U0
Surplus Fund  50,00045'
l'adivid44 Pronto 1,410 SS
Deposits subject to check on
which latereat is not paid 550.517 M
Due State Banks and Bankers . COOS 75
irlind sot aside to pay taxes  2 ?V at








. T. Tandy, Cashier of City Bank, a bank
ted and doing business at N r. 2, N.Main
in City of Hopkinsville in said county .be-
In' duly sworn, says that the fore-
going report Is in ail respects a true
statement of the conditions of the said
Bank, at the close of businees on the 29th
day ofMentember Itsw,tothe best of lils,kn ow•
ledge and belief; and further says that the
business of said Bank has heed transacted
at the location named, and not: elsewhere;
and that the above report Is made In com-
pliance with an official notice received from
the secretary of State designating the 95th
day 01 September, 141114, as the day on which
sue° report shall
Wb". Tin.ildT;ADY, Cashier.
K. B. Lone, Director.
C.A. THOurso_ Diroctoi
W. T. TANDY, Director.
Subscribed and sworn to before me by W.
T.Tandy,Cashler, on the 1st day ofOctaber,wo 
./ AL A. Young. J r.
N. P. C. C.
My oommisaion expires January 115, Int
MORPliffx.
"red by TACK-A-POU-SHA22:44=1.1.1...,, airs
The anises is the solkeial serge of andown
and eldha. A was impend' v. arra
the male& pse lesaassewsmad this
asthe only psrusseent, Messy prIvirre,
qiirck rum flows te A weeks,
trosuovot 711110 fiV 0111A202. Thy.
Hoene see oil roalietially treated byes&
(Are osarectaed.
HOME 1-REAT211112
lea West cid at., New Verb COM.
A. ..... II\ •fl, A. AL 
WINCHESTEFACTORY LOADED SHOTGUN SIMS
"Nowitivai, " " Loador," awl "Ropeater °I
Wit apse besdneihess, oh. acrediers awl yee.+111 path+ hew arsibleas smileyemr how. wo
ALL DEALERS KEEP man.
IMMIMMMt
. The intelligent whiskey buyer
ought to consider the individual




• • Not Buy One Because Of
g;b1141





•i . . Combines more individ-ual merit at less pricethan• any whiskey on the mar-ket'
ec ' Complete line of othert
. • Whiskies, Wines, etc., at
. the
STAG LIQUOR Eke
108 SOUTH MAIN 8T.,






And it lams with a merry sound. I hare got the goods
and they ens of the right kind, and I make prima ..sad
terms to snit.
In Black Sitio, (blared Etas for Wsii., Mask Dress
Goods, Colored Dram Goods, Freoeh Plasisli, ibis
season's popidir Waist Material, Knit Underwear, now
fall line for Ladies', Cluldrea's and Maa's resisighibma.
Come and look at twee.
Readv-To-V/ear
Joao* Capes, Skirls, Baits sod Far Oallereties.
special invitationtesllboealiaodemth.
Carpets! Carpets!
Carpets, Rags, MattingoLisoloille sad 011 Gotha. Far
best makes and prettiest palletise, be sure you me my
line before baying.
To The Trade:
My otoot is large and well assorted in every his NW
my MOAB ii always the best at the lowest pules& Beap.
Pr M • I o 111. e




Received Greatest Number of
Points for Superiority at the
IPARIS EXPOSITION AND WAS AWARDED A I:::
DIPLOMA OF THE GRAND PRIX. ftv-....*
For its Superiority of construction and efficiency 4,4
Highest Rating of the Jury. This Grand
Prix was won by the Smith Premiet.,...,,,,
in competion with twenty other
typewriters on exhibition. .
The Smith Premier Typewriter 
Li 
w







pry sue If PIO tetAIRIMP
2,4de to of I
PI- neves experieneed ceseb, .5, oriel ese a specialist 111 his hue. Of as
this school are prefer? d.br.basineesibossose. ?lore are *lbw missal*
than ours, but nose that sea offer our taellitioe.
MONUMENTS,  TOMBSTONES
All kinds of Cemetery Worij
a .24
Is found at our shop at the
Satisfaction in every "articular.
earnestly solicited.




Seventh and Virginia St., Hopkinsville, Hy.
Nasal
CATARRH
In all its steps there
should be ekesallassa.
Eles Cream Balm
cleanses, soothes and keels
Me diseased membrane.
It cures catarrh and dr., es
sway a sold it the head
soiraly.
Cream Slobs is pissed Into the nostril, lamb
ewer the smenbsose sad is sr.sorbsi Ponstis nor
Mediate NO a we follows. 11 is set dryleg-dees
40 -em mesensg. leas IN" le *sots st Drs.
Ons or by mail; Trial also, 111 oasts by Ise&
SLY ISSOTRWAS. 16 whiles Stmt. New Tait
SUTTON, THE TAILOR,
Has higher aspirations than for a po-
lice judgeship as I intend to run for
for Mayor the next term, and those pm.
ple voting for me I will press and fix
their clothes for them and those that
don't vote for me at a :eery low pries
until my term expires.- eourse, I
Will be like Dewey, I don't know which
side I will take, will let you know later.
If you should elect me Mayor of rear
beautiful city I will maks a booming
town for you. I don't believe in adver-
tising, it don't pay-but sere people
seem to think I do They 'yea say that
I put reading and willing all Over my
horse and buggy. I think that's mean.
Bring me your overooste aid have
them clewed Ond repaired at half prise.
Our tall and winter goods are now In
Flock. Come and get your fall suite
made by an °pleads tailor. Suits
cleaned and pressed by a new moose.
SUTTON, Leading Tailor,







telling how Po prepare SONO
and delicious dishes.
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does not appear that the roll was paid,
since not a single name is receipted
for. It is &lig) found that not a name
on the company roll corresponds with
any name on the enlistment blanks, ex-
cept that of Capt. Bennett aka&
BRAINARD PLATT.
Where Is Taylor Now?
"There remains but one
course open to him (Taylo-1,
and that is to return as soon as
he can, walk bravely and bold-
ly into court and meet the in-
dictment like a man. Any
other course would be
rank injustice not only to
himself, but to those of his
friends who have been accused
of so foul a crime. I do not
know whether the indictment
has been found against Mr. Tay-
lor, but I have no doubt if it is
that he will promptly swoon
der himself into the hands of
the law, and believe that any in
timation to the contrary does
him injustice."—Ex-Gov. Brad
ley, April 2.
-Once for all, I desire to say,
neither directly nor Indirectly,
had I any connection with the
assassination of Senator Gee-
bal. I am a citizen of this state,
amenable to its laws; I am not
a criminal, neither shall I ever
be a fugitive from jusece.
Whenever indicted, if such an
outrage should be committed, I
shall appear for trial, conscious
of my Innocence and of the tel.
tImate triumph of right and juie
Wee."—W. S. Taylor, April 7.
Nearly one month has elapsed sInce
William J. Bryan delivered his famous
speech at Indianapolis. The pero
ra-
tion of that speech has been read and
re-read by countless thousands of the
people of the world. That splendid
peroration was not a mere collection
of words. Eloquently and forcefulif
the line was there drawn between 
the
national destiny as conceived by the
fathers and contemplated by the fol-
lowers of William J. Bryan and the
"national destiny" conceived by the
weak and platitudinous McKinley and
the men to whose un-American
schemes he yields all too readily. Al.
though the world has become familiar
with the peroration of Bryan's Indian-
apolis speech, no Republican crgan
has endeavored to answer it, no R
e-
publican orator has dared to assail :t.
Read it again:
"I can conceive of a national ø,ê.
tiny surpassing the glories of the pees.
;int and the past—a destiny which
meets the responsibilities of today and
Measures up to the possibilities of the
future.Bh:
old a republic, resting eecu.ely
upon the foundation stones quarrieo
by revolutionary patriots from the
mountain of eternal truth—a republic
applying In practice and proclaiming
to the world the self-evident propos!.
then that all men are created e
qual:
that they are endowed with Inaliena-







stituted among men to secure these
rights, and that governments derive
their just powers from the consent of
the governed.
"Behold a republic In which civil
and religious liberty stimulate al, to
earnest endeavor and in which the law
restrains every hand uplifted for a
neighbor's injury—a repubfic In which
every citizen is a sovereign, but in
lenic.h no one cares to wear a 
crowe.
"Behold a republic standing erect
while empires all around are bowed
beneath the weight of their own a
rm-
ament—a republle whose nag is tovee
while other flags are only feared.
''Behold a republic increasing :n
population, In wealth, in strength and
In Influence, solving the problems of
civilization and hastening the coming
of a universal brotherhood—a repub-
lic ehich shakes thrones and dissolves
aristocracies by Its silent example and
gives light and inspiration to those
who sit in darkness.
"Behold a republic gradually but
sorely becoming a supreme moral fac-
tor in the world's progress and the ac-
cepted arbiter of the wor'd's disputes
—a republic ve,nose history, like the
path cf the just, is as the shining light
that shineth more and more unto the
perfect day.'"
When you arc told that McKinley
levy represents the conscience, the in.
telligence and the patriotism of the
country, ask your informant why no
Republican has endeavored to answer








Republican Papers on Caleb Pat.teer's one of th
ese men had been concerned
Trial.
The verditt of the jury in the trial of
Caleb Powers, ex-secretary of state of
Kentucky. which finds him guilty of
complictity in the murder of William
Goebel and fixes his punishment at im-
prisonment for life, will surprise no
one who has Carefully fullowed‘the evi-
dence and is at all familiar with tee
political conditions in that state gro
w-
ing out of the contest over the govern-
/
nnot be denied that the state
orsIhtip ee.
produced a formidable array of evi-
dence tending to prove that the assao-
striation of Goebel was not the woik it
a reckless, daredevil mountaineer who
did the dastardly job upon his own re
spoasibility, but that it was the result
of .a carefully planned conspiracy.
nig is no longer any doubt among
fair-minded Republicans as well as
Democrats that the Goebel murder was
deliberately planped and that the as-
sassin was the agent of a conspiracy
which had conceived that some 
ad-
vantage was to be derived from the
removal of the Democratk claimant to
the governorship.
The task for the state in the case of
Powers was to establish his connection
with or responsibility foe the cottsp 
ra-
cy which is known to have existed. The
state claims to have done this upo
n the
testimony of several witnesses who 
re-
lated conversations in Which Pnweri
 is
alleged to have stated that "Goebel hail
to be killed." The Most credible 
testi-
mony of this rhartetyr Witt 
given by
Finley Anderson, a Repgblidpsit snit
11/111141`101,3111 Mehl Of Phteetv,
feel 1 Of filii•rVI 4, NO knit,. tat
the 4riaott k eaa el erIzwW1114411‘ lifillik11111:1 11K1.1
flai4itlee:111114olltt ni of 1'oWIl that a C! deed
the ero..11 : t i.300 arnrd mountal ai t
which came to Frankfort on Jenu try
16; also the proof that he gave Hsury
E. Youtsey the key to his office re :he
stale building and that the shot which
killed Goebel was fired from that office
and it is difficult to see how j try,
under the instructions of Judge e'en-
trill could bring In any other ‘ereict
than that of guilty of "accessor: before
the fact to the murder."
The trial of Youtsey. who was been
mining down the stairway e'en •he
secretary of state's office Immedlataly
after the shot was fired, and to whom
Powers gave the key to the office, prom.
Mel more Important reVelatioes than
wet. diselered In the trial Atilt ended,
and If conducted with the same 'liar
by the elate Mould clear tip the 
on.
*piracy that haa blackened the flame
of Kentucky,
While All ellieeni, IrreepeediVii of
party, unit. In condemnation of ilia
iniquitous Goebel law, by whirl; the
popular will of the people of Kentucky
wu subverted and which led to the
killing of its author, they also unite in
the demand that those who are re-
sponsible for the murder of Goebel or
In any way abetted that rrime shall be
speedily punished —Chicago Times-
Herald. Republican.
Renders Himself Odious.
Gov. Taylor, of Kentucky, by delib-
erately appropriating the fruits of as-
sassination, is rendering himself more
odious to the American people than
was the man who was shut down while
wrongfully making use of lawful
means to secure possession of an office
to which he was not entitled. In de-
claring a state of insurrection to exist,
when the facts did not warrant such a
declaration, and in adjourning the leg-
islature to meet February 6 at. London,
Laurel county, which is in a communi-
ty of Taylor's mountaineer sympa-
thizers, the governor has shown a will-
ingness to take full advantage of a
situation created by a cowardly assas-
sin.
Had the legislature of Kentucky con-
vened yesterday undoubtedly it would
have unseated Gov. Taylor and the Re-
publican lieutenant governa:. and
would have given their offices to Goe-
bel and Beckham, the latter the Demo-
cratic contestant for the office of lieu-
tenant governor. In the event of Goe-
bel's death, after such action by 'he
legislature, the governorship would
fall to Beckham.
When it was announced that Goebel
had been shot very few persons
thought of charging Taylor wi'h the
responsibility for the crime. It was,
however, considered unfortunate for
Taylor that armed mountaineers were
present in Frankfort to lend assistance
to his cause, atreently with his appro-
val, and that men were quartered
in the state house, from which the
shot at Goebel is supposed to have
been fired. The situation was most
delicate and required circumspect ac-
tion on the part of Gov. Taylor. His
course, however, has been anything but
circumspect. By proceeding at once to
take advantage of the aseassinatior. for
his own benefit, he in a sense gives his
selection to the act of the assassin
Thus is Kentucky doubly disgraced.
Goebelism was bad enough, but the of-
fenses of Goebel were not equal to
these of Taylor. Taylor's action in us-
ins! the state militia to disperse ihe leg-
islature when the members of that
body were attempting to assemble
peaceably was an intolerable outrage.
discreditable to a South American
revolutionist. When a man ectIne as
gevernor, whose title to that office is 
in
question. ran freely muse the militia
 to
Interrupt the eroceeeings of the le
gis-




little more than a name. Teylnr
o; no-
soeiatest should hasten to repudiatis 
him
acts if they desire to evold sh
orine In




Ti seems that men were ounniloi 
with
food or money by rertaln Rep
,thileln
leaders at Fraaltrfltt. The 
infereree
the rape was elmoot vinavoldabl•i. 
Tf
these Mr.li were not hired by the 
gov-
ernment. they wore hired by men w
hn
were riot...mined that the gover
ene
should hold his place at all risk!. 
That
le the attempt at murder of the Demo-
(Tette candidate is also a fairli safe
and reasonable inference.
Politically, the result of this crime
will be to throw Kentucky permacerff-
ly into the Democratic coltemn and t()
bring some other of the formerly
doubtful states back to Democratio
control. Even in the president's own
state of Ohl(' the chances of Diococnst-
ic suetess this year have been greatly
incrusted by yesterday's developreente
at Frankfort. The stupid blund-oe:
abo shot repeatedly at Goebel did even
more harm to the party in whose name
he corninitted such an act of insane
folly. If Goebel lives he may Expect to
be made governor of the state as a
matter of course, now.—Boston Ad-
vertiser, Republican,
Treachery.
The general aspect of the ignoble and
infathous act of treachery is disguring
to tolzorable citizens. There must have
been some authority for the preseoco
of the armed mountaineers in Frank-
tort. A nose was It? There 13111111, nave
been some reason for those armed
men issuing the search of the house
Whence Gov. Goebel was shot. What
was it? We pave the &Fewest of re-
spect for all innocent peutoes and we
believe all to be such until they are
proven guilty. Mr. Taylor, who has
been occupying the governor's chair,
and his associates, express consterna-
Unit at the tragical conclusion of this
coetest. Well they may, for It has
wounded the American people and the
tarred cause of la* ahd justice, Tbv,
ate inevitably annalist with this nit-
happy art it cusitlire.—Alhaky
TIlile04ti1-h Itibblidrith.
=zeimamm
'Note Nat aivittalmt, akii MilltiFt
The siiiiellen In K0414001 ileilk
art atwauulkuLleull:: TtloIrlleresilitlfitan "rlasmter
meows the responsibility. If tam
should be armed re olutten, who pro-
tided it? Thera iiii- one aLswet--the
man above all other ;otiose office 1,
was to safeguard and protecttoe peace
—the acting chi ecutive. • • •
Not a single process .of lair was resist-
ed except by Taylor hileself. There
was not only no failure of the law, but
there was public order, ears again In
so far as Taylor himself tendoi to de--
troy it. His conduct has plainly !mei;
tyrarneue. It is literally usurpation.
It is to be doubted, If in a time of
peace, such a spectacle as the !quasi of
a governor to let a legislature inset and
the militia chasing it :Omelet the
streets *as seer before *Unwed in
gill eittillitr. Hestia@ U IV, flkotirle tit,
01111111111 to Interfere aiiillerly with
ilia legislature at Marrleintlil IfIleg'n-
PrOilletilt MOKIIII0)011 iteilorais i lc
arose to An II pertain thing. i.nd
Ins II down Pentlaylvenie ttVeRkir with
armed troops if it refuseil, It 1. 1,1 I 1r
pc:litmus that if it were leis danger-
ous It would be amusing,
Taylor Is today not the governor of
Kentucky. He is a mere military dic-
tator. Thst is the naked truth, and if
he suc"etrls in his program there will
be at least ore state in the union where
rot a semblance of republican govorr-
meta is visible. If he has any appeals
to the courts, let him take it, but ffrot
the authority and right' of the lawful
legislative authority should he re-is-
tablished if every resource of the T're-
ed States should be needed to do P.—
Pittsburg Press, Independent.
Taylor a Despot.
Taylor's course, from the moment of
his inauguration, has been subversive
of the fundamental principles of demo-
cratic government.
All these cireumeta akin to-
gether place Gov. Taylor as in the
worse possible light, man whe,
after his installation as gove-nor is
capable of such lawlesa arbitrary aid
generally unprincipled conduct is
manifestly not to be credited with
honest and law-abiding methods in the
campaign which eventuated in his be
ing declared governor.'
Whether Taylor or Goebel is tie-
rightful governor of Keetucky now be-
comes; a secondary issue. The main
question is the immediate necessity
that the extraordinary despotism set
up by Taylor and backed with bayo-
nets and bullets; shall be pulled down
and replaced with. the Democratic form
of government to which Kentucky has
the same title as every other state in
the union. Better a hendred years of
slippery politics on the Goebol plan




The Washington Times, which was
not friendly to Goebel, had the follow-
ing stinging editorial: '
"Irrespective of what may be the
power of ex-Gov. Taylor, backed by his
horde of drunken and bloodthesty sav-
ages, to prolong a situation of anarchy
in Kentucky's capital, the legal action
of the legislature declaring the election
of William Goebel and inaugurating
him deprives the Insurrection against
the constitutional authorities of the
state of whatever advantage the Re-
publican had gained temporarily by his
violent and treasonable dispersion of
the legislature and through the at-
tempted assassination of the de jure
governor of the commonwealth. The
final evente of yesterday brand Taylor
and his banditti as rebels and outlaws
,
and though they may be Republicans
as well as Democrats. The country 
Is
not Inclined to have the states rele-
gated to the status of federal pro-
vinces, subject to the letation and +c
-
ercion in their loral a ire by th
e gov-
errment at Washingto . .
One. Taylor's action in ordering th
e
legislature to oonverse at London
T.aurel comity instead of at Pranktcn
rt.
is open to slispleinn. If 'insurr
ection
prevails at Frankfort.' the state
 capi-
tal, it might, under ce
rtain conditions,
be necessary for that bod
y to meet
elsewhere. With the militia 
force
which Is available. Cloy. Taylor 
'bottle
he able, however, to prot
ect the mem-
bers of the oreneriel am
emblv and pre-
reeve order that the legislativ
e branch
of the state government 
could carry on
Os work wi:hout ioterruption. Ai-
sureing that it would not be safe for
the legislature to remain In session at
the state capital, the governor caa
hardly be commended for the iielectios
of a small town in Laurel county as
the temporary capital of the state. It
is In the mountains near Clay county,
'feuds' are frequent, and is by as
means an ideal place for a deliberative
assembly to meet. Possibly the gov-
ernor is playing a shrewd political
game; posibly the Republican mana-
gers are contriving just the kind of s
situation In which the federal authori-
ties might consider themselves justified
in interfering. If it was necessary to
send the legislature away from Frank-
fort, why did not the governor order it
to convene at Louisville? Ample police
protection would be provided there and
armed men from the mountains wool*
not prove as formidable as they might
in the little town of London.
"The reports from Frankfor• are far
from reassuring. It is not rtleasant te
learn that the legislature was barred ley
the bayonets of militia, not only from
the state house, but from other places
in which it endeavered to assemble.
The proposed arrest of Deentlicmtie
members of the legislature is also (mei
to suspicion. Of Gov. Taylres right to
adjourn the legislature Gyre emulsive to
be some doubt, according to Mr. Trim-
ble, the speake of the tower house of
the Kentucky general ifesenibly. Bet
deer, if the constitution of the state, as
the governor claims, authorises him to
adjourn the legislature and ()trete It is
adjourn elsewhere, was such action se-
cebsary and did the conditions cf ef-
fairs, at Frankfort leave him no al-
ternativf? Of course, Gov. Teeter
should make every eWont to preserve
the peace and to maintain ordeilv stave
ernment, but In dealing with a cnoiedi-
nate branch of the state governimer• be
should not use his power to Coerce tee
freely, otherwise it May be leveret
that 'entileireritet. are het
*hoilir to MP. thiebel'i
40s altuatios la 0044
alto I. to to heosol that ma
t• la of Itioat delicate t kifiS
will eel iitilSinitelle W
a4 te it* IllfittilV Of lit
The Swish,e of the P_potandei
A f 
,
eGi.ntry was eat only Ike; w. Taal:
ttif tlaYe ago Ole 111111111
Wei the rightful saver-10V
but also OW he was &meriting of ogg.
Mucous support and sympathy. TWO
the strength of the original title does
not shield him from attack in every
quarter. Repeated acts of folly com-
mitted within twenty-four houra have
degraded him to the level of his adver-
saries and completely allenatid the
gcod will that has been expressed to-
ward him by the champions of honest
elections.
Since the shooting of Goebel Taylot
bar acted like a man postresed. HII
proclamation that a state of itrun-ee-
tion ettlated in icranktnrt was fall"
and, II the single assault which was
committed In that city was directed
against his prinelpal opponent by some
erased nr reship*e potion, bla wird.
m'ghl he construed as an untlemervoil
reflection upon ht. • uiwti 4Il Mil
Probably the truth la, however t
hat be
war IA a panic of fear at the ho tab; of
poitsible retaliation, whir it ! 
eg.
plain his adjournnuat of the legielleo
tore to the small town of London.
This place to down among the "fe utt4
counties, a district notorious for lain
leseness the country over, ace it ap-
pears that it is very convenient to
those much advertised moudtaineers ct
Republican proclivities who alive in-
creased the mrloteiramatle upsets of
the gubernatorial tight. The Irfereace
is, of course. that Taylor proposes Us
re enforce his militia with a reserv.-..•of
these picturesque dead-shots mei te
hold an armed court until the disturb-
ance is over.
Meantime he has treated a rr ••
of the members of the legislattoo w
ith
the greatest Indignity. With the : 
id Of
the military be has barred them tr
um
tho capitol, and he has set soldier, ne-
on them to prevent tltetr meetteg 
else-
where. But the wholly_fatnoss nat
ure
of such a policy is evident 
at is
glance. After several futile tiforta
these Democrats succeeded In LAU
D(
together. and Goebel end Re-alma
were both sworn In. SlanifreCv their
technical advantage would hat" b
een
no greater had they been allowel 
to
meet in the first Oahe with oi
t the
slightest interruptldh.
Although we believe teat Tayler 
wag
Elected. we do not believe that 
the
situation warranlelt the employment
 of
such arbitrary methods against a 
co-
ordinate branch of the civil go
vern-
ment. Even though its deci.lon rn 
the
gubernatorial contest was con're
ry to
the facts, if acted with a show o
f age
thority, and It would have 'been 
tar
better to suffer a wrong, under t
he cir-
cumstances, than to piecipltate 
civtf
war. The proper appeal was first 
to the
coerts. and then to the people. 
rather
than to the soldiers. If the 
mince
wculd have been slow in 
coming. It
would also have been sure, while
 now
the cause of justice is so 
complicated
that it may not be fairly h
eard at the
next elections.
Taylor's lawlessness has for 
the time
being obscured the law-br
eaking ea-
reer of Goebel.—Chicago 
Thrle1-11101.•
ald, Republican. e! -
Effort of Profit by Crime. 
•
This is an onfortunate and dis
credit.
able act on the part of Gov. Ta
ylor. It
suggests he is not unwilling to PM&
by the shot which came f
rom a win-
dow in the executive building. 
And
the place fixed for the adjourn
ed mese.
ing of the legislature. a reentr
y
lage in the heart of the mo
untains.
whence came the armed men wh
o for
a week terrorized Frankfort. o
nly ad is
to the suspicion that the a
nti-Goelael•
Rae are not unwilling to tak
e every
advantage of the attempted 
assassins-
tion, though they denounced 
the act.
—Chicago Journal. Republican.
Taylor's Defiance of Law.
Yet these insergent legislators are
regularly elected officials of the ets111
and are intrusted with the Tower 
is
make laws and to pass upon a cow.
tested election for the offices of gov-
ernor and lieutenant gov..rnor.—But-
filo Express, Republican
Strategic Advantages.
London is down In the gazette fo
r
less than 200 inhabitants. It mi
st
have been selected on account of strat-
egic advantages for the military that
are and will be called out.—Rochntlef




Supplement to KENTUCKY NEW ERA -Frida
y, October 5, 1900.
THE STATE FUNDS USED
The Startling StoryDerived from
Official Stories aud Told
in Pictures.
Funds misappropriated by Republe e
rnor. he issued a proclamation dis '
persing the miiitia and ordering tec
can officials shown by warrants and companies and their officers bace
Checks in auditor's office: 
home.
Section i7C, chapter S6. of the
January 31, 1900 $10,044 13 tucky statutes provides how mon. y
February 2, 1900  2,599
February 3, 1900  702 25
February 7, 1900  12,612 95
February 7, 1900  4,022 83
83 26
32 25
97 shall'1,Le paid out. After fixing the ,
salaries of the militia and officers,
says:
"The same to be paid ut of :he
treasury on' warrant of the auditor
public atc.iunts. upon t• onfoiny poy-.
rolls aci timpani•il by copies or ceriri-
cates of the orders bearing on the ease.
$30,097 64 certified by the Adjutant g
eneral and
approved by the governor by his own
signature."
The first $10.044.13 which Collier got
Was upon the following mere mimoran-
dum—illegal and in no ser.se comply- ,
ing with the law—offered by him as a
substitute for the legal forms and as a
to February 7, Citizen Taylor, Col 
or, justification for withdrawing the
 Teo-
Auditpr Sweeney and Treasurer Day 
pie's money from the treasury to 
be
drew withou 
used at his pleasure:
t warrant of law the start-
Total 
In November, December and Janu-
ary $5,904.74 was spent in prep
arino
UM militia.
In the eight days, from January 31
Sing sum of $29,982.13 to maintain Tay,- 
State of Kentucky to D. R. Collie
r. Dr.
56250 lbs. Bacon 0
lees soldiers. 
75000 lbs. Flour 0 $4.00 per
bbl ......... 1.501 00
Frankfort, Ky., Aug. 17.—(Courier
Journal Special.)—Investigations into
the conduct of the different offices dur-
ing the Taylor administration are
bringing daily the most startling dis-
closures of misappropriation of funds
end reckless and unlawful expenditures
et the people's money, particularly
used to maintain Taylor's soldiery with
a view to thwarting the will of the peo-
ple and clogging the enforcement of c1-
1111 law. When the present Democratic
Michas were installed into Wilco
they expected to find affairs much con-
fused, mismanaged and abused, but
none expected to find that the state's
money had been used so lavishly with- Illegal for Two Reasons.
out warrant of law in the interest of a
private citizen who as a Republican 
This withdrawal was illegal for two
wanted to hold the office of governce 
reasons, among others:
he
lak spite of the decisions against him 
First—T payment was not justahed,
by the legally constituted authorities, 
baislisreqauLidreda by .eoulaw, by the tece,pted
isRevelations in the offices of the auditor copies or ceriticante  baelcringp
athneiesdignba-
and treasurer show an illegal use 
of ture of the governor and accompanied
funds aggregating $30,000. None of the 
with the original voucher in the auul-
warrants issued to D. R. Collier for 
and
oice•ronT—ayel'uoirliehradnontoberintt a bonded
money is accompanied by certificates
bearing the signature of the governor, h
im to take charge of ligv,1100to 
ru rattle:.
although the law specifically requi
res stuecin.t, 
the 
  Withouttax p 
taxpayers 
or f tsecurityhe  s
tatet.°.1)Trii°e-
that this be done. About $3u,ueu was inference gathered is that the money
paid over to D. R. Collier by the Re- was turned over to Collier to give the
publican officials after Taylor had been Republicans a military fund in case
retired to private life. None of this the Democrats filed an injunction
Money was paid him under any section
of the statute which provides for tile 
against such payment.
payment of money for attire military 
Money Unaccounted For.,
purposes; all was given out after Wm. i When Au
ditor Coulter went into the
Goebel had been declared to be govern- office vacated by Auditor Sweene
y, he
or,and sworn in as such, and some
 of
the money was refunded by Collier 
af-
ter he had been removed from office 
by
Gov. Beckham. In many cases note
 of
the Republican officials left any 
record
to show what was done with the 
money
thus turned over to Collier. Many 
the
Taylor military pay rolls are unre
ceipt-
ed. The money was paid to Colli
er, al-
so, in open violation of the la
w, which
does not allow him to handle th
e peo-
ple's money, inasmuch as he is not
 a
bonded officer of the state.
Taylor Wanted Even More Money.
All of this will come as a startling
revelation inasmuch as it was said that
Taylor's soldiers were paid by private
subscription and not with the stat
e's
Money. Such an item as $150 for 
whis-
ky. and the best whisky at that, is o
ne
et those for which the state's 
money
went. Another bill for fruit is i
nclud-
ed in the list of expenditures. 
And, al-
though Taylor saw the treasury 
being
drained to promote his own des
perate
private ambition, he is said by R
epub-
lican officials to have raved a
nd swore
at them when at last, warned 
by their
bondsmen, they refused to pay 
any
mote money to a private 
citizen for
Ida personal military guard. 
Records
In the adjutant general's of
fice also
ebow that many of the men w
ho drew
money from the state as memb
ers of
Military companies never enlisted. 
M
required by law, but were simpl
y re-
cruited and armed—a private m
ob M
public exeense--to satisfy the 
demand
et Taylor. No company is m
ore fla-
grant in this breach of the law
 than
the one from Morgantown, 
Taylor's
home. Thousands of dollars w
ere thus
expended, not only for unenlisoci
 men,
but for men who, though r
egularly en-
listed. had been dispersed by 
Gov. Goe-
bel in his first proclamati
on and who
were therefore under arms 
contrary to
law.
In view of these die-torn-ea
 Gov.
Beckham will instruct Atto
rney Gener-
al Brockinedge to bring 
suit at once
against ex-Auditor Sweeney 
and ex-
Treasurer Day and their 
sureties for
the recovery of all this 
misappropriat-
ed money.
$10,000 In a Lump.
'The first illegal payment of 
money,
so far as ascertained, w
as on January
21, during which day 
Taylor was still
governor. This money was paid 
under
warrant No. 6280 with 
treasurer's
check No. 218 on the America
n Na•ion.
al bank of Louisville, which 
was then
the state depository sr; publi
c funit.
The warrant bore the signature 
of F.
H. Johnson, assistant auditor, and t
he
check was signed by Walter R. Da
y,
then acting treasurer. Taylor, 
al-
though he was governor when 
the
check was drawn, had no right i
n law
or equity to pay out money or to 
nreer
any paid out to a man who was not 
un-
der bond, as In Collier's case. C
ollier
had no right to pay out any money be-
cause, on January 31, immediately af-
ter Bev. Goebel was sworn In as goy-
11250 lbs. Beans at 33ic per
lb  421 sS
7500 Tbs. Rice 0 5c per lb  375 00
52500 lbs. Potatoes 0 lc per
lb.  525 el
22500 Tbs. Onions 0 2 2-3c
per /b.  6ou 00
11250 lbs. Sugar e $5.65 per
CWT.  69S A
6001) lbs. Coffee 0' 311.75
per cwt.  7o5
250 Tbs. Pepper e
3000 lbs. Soap e 2c.  ,to 00 ;
3000 lbs. Salt ft) 15 00 ,
Wood  25o fail
Drayage  1..o) 90 I
Express  1140 in
Freight   109 (iii
Incidentals 3uo ou
$ 1U i44 It
'called Gov. Beckham's attention to the
' fact that Collier thad money unaccount-
ed for, with no records to show how
the money was sptrit. lie asked that
State Inspector Hines be ordered to
look into the accounts. Then it was
that Collier, after waiting three
months. carried alleged bills and re-
ceipts to Auditor Coulter, accompanied
by a check for 31.754.41, the alleged
balance from ti e $10,044.13. The mat-
ter was out of Auditor Coulter's bands,
and was then in the bands of the state
inspector. so Auditor Coulter bundled
the papers up and put them in the safe.
The accounts show, however, that the
money was paid out" late in February.
after Collier had been removed trim
office by Gov. Beckham. It was only
after the investigation was demanded
that Collier admitted having any mon-
ey belonging to the state and that he ,
' offered to pay It back.
In the adjutant general's office there
is not the scratch of a pen to show for
what the money was expended. It is ,
; pointed nut that 810.000 is quite a
 .
, smart little pile of monev for a man 
to
, carry about with him when he has no ;
legal right to it.
Republicans Grew Desperate.
Dating from that first misappropria-
tion, the desperate Republican officials
;dug down deep into the state treasury
for the means to bolster up their cause
,and satiety the clamor:Info of the sot-
'diers. Although Gov. Goebel .as
Isworn into (Alice on the night of Janu-
ary 31, and W. S. Taylor was retired to
private life, according to the rulings of
all the courts, from the lowest to the
;supreme court of the Lnited States, yet
!Sweeney, the Republican auditor, hon-
;oied Taylor's requisition for 32,59S.97
on February 2, the third day after Gov.
Goebel was sworn in. Treasurer Day
paid out this sum of money without
any warrant of law whatever. This is
shown by warrant 6320. The requisi-
tion is void because it lacked the sig-
nature of the governor, and any pay-
ment for military purposes without the
signature is a misappropriation of
funds. This money was paid out in va-
rious checks, one of which went to C.
Fugazzi, a Frankfort fruit dealer. The
list is as follows:
Carter Dry Goods company ...17;i 01 05
New Albany Woolen Mill  
6 
Beehive Grocery company 




Howard & Noonan 
Adams Express company 
h. & N. Railroad company 
Rogers & Co 
7:5 70: ;t55W. J. Seotto 
RA.. A1‘....finaar3ple& ('o  70
M. . . . .  :29 •tt
P. C sr,wpr & Co....  19 20
F,IZAZZi  3 77
McGill Transfer company   66 00
No Evidence That Collier Paid Money.
Again on February It. $702 25 was il-
legally drawn out of the state treasury
by Auditor Sweeney, Treasurer Day
and Private Citizen Taylor, as shown
by the original vouchers, No. 6330 and
6331, in the auditor's office, vouch
and warrants 6330 being for $56, a
voucher 6331 being for $646.25, matt
the aggregate of $702.25, which req
sition did not have the indorsement
Gov. Goebel, as required by law. T
warrant for $646.25 was mode pays
to D. R. Collier to pay the Lexingt
detachment, and the pay roll of t
detachment does not show that he p
it
le
Citizen Taylor Makes Another Cr b.
On February 7, four days after G v
Goebel's death, and after the legiela
ture had a second time acted on the
governor's contest, Auditor Sweeeey
honored the requisition of Private
Citizen Taylor in violation of law for
$12.612.95, shown by warrant 6345.
which was paid by Walter R. Day,
state treasurer. In two checks. No.
5709. for 94.044.50, and No. 5710, to-
$8.568.45,both checks being made paya-
ble to D. R. Collier. Citizen Talor
seems to have hien hard pressed, on
the day the $12,612.95 was used, for on
that same day another warrant ,{4As
drawn for S4.022.82, making a totallfre•
that day of $16,635.57.
Nc Rece.pts for Mosey.
Some of this money is presumed to
have been used for paying Citizen Tay-
lor's soldiers, though there is nothing
to show for much of it For instance.
•































































































There is a pay roll for .1. F. Hawn's
company from January 30 to Januero.
31, inclusive, disbursing $34.50, which
is not receipted. There is another
payroll of the staff and field officers of
the First Kentucky, disbursing $212.25,
which is not receipted. Going down
the list the following unreceipted pay
rolls made out prior to the pay -rent
of the cneck for $12,612.95, are fou
in the auditor's office.
No Record of Bradley's Order.
The adjutant general's office also
shows a disgraceful misappropriation
of the public funds, what records there
are sriowin-g-that men were put on the
company pay rolls who were not en.
listed. There is no order on the re
cords calling out the militia in Louis-
ville on election day, and from No.ene
ber 2 to November 14. the pages ire
filled with orders for new companIcs.
, There is an order on January 4 for the
Lexington company to guard the arse-
nal and from that date up to Jato.arv
2/ there is not a single entry.
linwn's company, again, Janu-$377 00
ary 30 to Flbruary 
R. S. Cart's company, January .
30 to February 6  847 75
E. II. Hansford's company,
; January 30 to February 5  397 50
A. M. Brewer's company, hum-
ary 30 to February 54  
516 20
H. J. Cochran's company, Janu-
ary 30 to 1February 5  391
J. H. Brownfieldb company.
January 30 to February 5..., 545
G. D. Ripley's company, Janu-
ary 30 to February 5  371
T. W. Sweatt's company, Jana-
ary 30 to February 5  509
E. W. Ward' company, January
, 3v to February 5  500 50
' J. K. Watkin's company, Janu-
ary 30 to February 5  495 25
B. Walcutt's company, Janu-
ary 30 to February 6  371 35
F Ward's company, January 9
to January 23  640 25
Thie makes a total outlay of
$6.263.95 for which the state wou
ld
have nothing to show even if there had
been any authority to pay out the mon-
ey nor is there any record to show that
the money was paid out.
Dug Deep Int, the Treasury.
The reouisition from Citizen Taylor
for $4.022.83, drawn the same day as
the big check is made payable by
 oar-
rant No. 66346 which does not bear the
signature of J. C. W. Beckham, who
was at that:time governor of ti co
m-
monwealth and no military payment
could be made legally without his 
sig-
nature. This money was made paya-
ble to dlyeris and sundry persons, as
 Is
shown by the Mowing list:
L. & N. Itailroad company.....,O4U b2.
t.. rower  lea 01
Westeru Lniun Telegiaph com-
pany u 70
Postai lelegnaph company ....
Latomtoine  
1/145.
c il  
.4 ZU
'lao 
T. J. Locgeltun & Bros  133 SS
J. A. LiluNIAltlu  a 41
Adams Expreas company  27 bb
M. Abler.... ............ 76 00
E.. is. Bowen & Co 
4aict...111 iranefer company  21615U 500127 5
1'. L. Sower &Co 
R. L. Harp le Co  54 10
John Jones 
William Jones  5 00
Hautier & Fleur  153 be
Louisville Tin and Stove Com-
pany 
C 5480 4507Soliltitnos 
2 5Rogers & Co  1105 707 
Louisville Packing company  410 SS
Nashville Biscuit company   107 70
Bee Hive Grocery company  040 107 95
J. W. Gayle 
A.. J. Ross & Son  603 79
Armour & Co  66 92
A. C. Roberts  75 00
John Perkins  6 46
Howard & Noonan  6 75
G.• Taylor, 
150
lo Jr., & Sons  20 00E
Besides the big cheeks, than ere
two others, so far discovered, one for
$83.26 and another $32.25, both of them
drawn with the same retitle"' disre-
gard for the people's money and in
open violation of the law. The total
amount thus drawn out of the state
treasury is $30,097.64, funds misappro-
priated by a private citizen of the
state, and used to pay the cost of his
effort to hold on to an office by force
after he had been legally removed as
governor.
Spent $5,904 to Capture Election.
The records in the auditor's office
show that for three months prior to
the assassination of Gov. Goebel, Gov.
Bradley and Taylor were spending the
people's money in organizing a mili-
tary following on whom they could
co in veunt 
they spentirrwtihllinany84$
442emergen-y.;
in December, $2.855.87, and in Janu-
ary, $2,208.45. That this wild misap-
propriation of the people's money was
done with race horse speed is shown
by the record from January 31 to Feb-
ruary 7, eight days, when the startlips
sum of $29,982.13 was withdrawn from
the treasury. If the $5,904 expended
for military purposes during Novem•.
ber, December and January is added,
, the people can contemplate $35,886,87
of their money spent illegally for the
purpose of intimidating their law-
makers, barring their way to the offi-
cial buildings, and overawing the vot-
ers of Louisville at the polls on the
November election day.
"Ringers On the Pay Rolla."
The pay roll of Capt.. Frank Prate.es
company, from Grayson, Carter county.
from February 6 to February 11 shows
the following members of the compeer,
, who were not enlisted: C. S. frichano-
• ter, first corporal; F. L. Rutledge, fifth
, corporal; Robert Carroill, W. E. Green,
Clarence Hendricks, Frank McGuire,
George L. Means, Ben Simpson, Taylor
Shepherd and Charles Tolliver. The
pay to these men amounts to $93 and
the pay roll was certified to by Assist-
ant Adjt. Gen. Dixon.
Capt. John L. Powers, brother of
' Caleb Powers, came down from Bar-
bourville with thirty men on the pay
rolls from January 30 to February 11,
who were not enlisted and were titere-
fore not entitled to any pay eves It the
' company had been called otA by the
governor. These men are: Frank Ad-
ams, Levi Bennett, Arch Baty, John 'I'.
Bolton, Alex Baker, Fayette Chadwell,
J. J. Dethridge, Henry France, William
Fisher, Jesse Gibson, Dee Graham,
Wills Higgins, Ewell Hamilton, Jas.
Lockard, George Lockard. J. T. Lock-
ard, F. G. Martin, Oscar McDonald, J.
Parriott, William Phipps, W. N. Pe-
try, William Owen, J. T. Smith, Brice
Simpson, William Shelton, Robert
Tinsley. B. W. Wyatt, Lusha Watson,
A. Y. Culton and Charles Howsley.
There men drew $309 when they were
not members of the company and the
pay roll was certified as correct The
petition asking for this company con-
tained the names of nine men who
could not write and had to make their
mark.
Taylor Looked After His Own.
The company from Morgantown.
where Taylor hailed from prior to tak-
ing up his residence in Indianapolis,
under the protecting shadow of Gov.
, Mount, had fourteen men who were not
, enlisted. Lieut. Tom W. Sweatt, who
helped to "guard" Taylor at his resi-
dence, was close enough to the citizen
to get what he wanted. He got the pay
rolls through for his men and Taylor
certified to one of the rolls while the
  others are certified to by Dixon, assist-
25 ant adjutant gneral." The unenlisted
men were: T. T. Rone, L. Haas, W. S.
50 I Purcell, C. L. Moore, sergeants; T. P.
I Tyler, W. A. Dodd and C. Turner, cot-
25 porals; J. B. Skillm
an, W. Day, H. L.
Dean. E. C. Hawkens, G. Herreld, W.
ee Lorrieon and R. McKinney. On one
pay roll, from February 6 to February
12. these men got $159.25; on another,
from February 13 to February 19, they
got $159.25, and from February 20 to
February 24. they got $113.75, or
$432.25 altogether.
More Private Guards Paid.
Capt. Watkin's pay, roll from Wil-
liamsburg carried sixteen men who had
never been enlisted, as follows: Riley
Alder, Ben Bennett, J. M. Davis, Fred
Davis. John Durham, Joe-Demaaeus,
H. H. Hackney. J. H. Johnson. Dave
Patrick, M. F. Russell, N. F. Redener,
W. M. Swain. G. L. Stearne, H. C. Wag-
rer, D. A. Wallace and F.; C'. Wilson,
These men drew $11250 of the people's
money and Dixon, "assistant adjutant
general," certified that the pay roll was
correct.;
It will he seen that $94e.75 WAS paid
to men who were rot soldiers, but who
were carried here to Frankfort simply
, to fill the demands of Taylor.
Big Lump For Newport Men.
Another pay roll for $5.342 le made
out by W. L. Bennett, captain of the
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FAREWELL -
Service Conducted by Rev.
Or. Piner.




The EINE* eseedis 'bag ever gath.
meal el ipisyur.a.idai service In the
Mithedial March here crowded the
WPM ledlearbses bee night Is was the
asivice Roc De. W. K. Pine, as
imam He reed, wieboot essament, the
sizemmelli onapter of Matthew, and at
the enclose:xi of the usual song and
proper wakesi he told some pleasant
kappesiage al Conference and. heartily
cameaseded his sameseer Nevi J. T.
Roslidag.
Per ever an hoar atter the services.
Meads amid isembers of the conifers-
tineftem gathered around him bidding
hiso tamwell and wishing him sitcoms
sad Iftesinese In his new field of labor.
Dr. near will probably les,. this aft/r-
ams for Bowline Green. A strong ef •
fort had bean made to keep him in this
• sad Morels naivenal regret among
Ube ftemabsel of Ike shareh that Bishop
Hendrix saw le le seed his abewhere.
Al the remeik cpsenisrly costar's°,
of Ito amptiarrille Methodist March
Oho talasedlie memorial was 110110d1000/ -
kr aispied aisd the presiding elder re-
guided to present it to the Bishop and
Clableise:
"Whereas, Um ossfereace is shunt at
ea end. we desire agaia So express our
aebsembed sesedesce in the Rev..W.K.
Pima who MN served the shun& so
taidstully sad slily during the past
this. years.
"Wts ones* tee strosigly dais oar
iftylelKieg faith in his integrity of
ehasestur. his pertly of heed, his die-
swedes= sad propriety of Goaded. his
gesliemealy behaviour, sad his seal
mid atilliy ss preasher of lb* gospel.
"We oaseassed him for these quali-
ties. wide* we believe he possesses to a
remidegres. We sympathise with him
la ibe beablee be kr had, sad we ad-
mire aid love him for the smallesse,
swami fled Christian spirit with whelk
be Wu adored the...
"Adreisteg. loving and Meting him
as we da, we most raspeodsily request
Ibell lie be rehireed eis this eharge for
lbsessalais year, K it shall pleam bin
Se lam sidernad; sod in Ming so, we
pledge has tier meet combat support




Mr. Garnett and Miss
Richards to Ilarry.
Ms. Jesift W. Gamed. of Bell. South
Olmtin. and Mies Lela May Richards
wtll be united in matriamay, Wednes-
day, Out. 10. Tim oaremony will be
performed in 81 Louie, Mo. as the home
of Mr. Manes Weillaa. a Meal's at the
peamseilve bride. Mims Richards is one
of Ohs prettier and most attractive
yeses bass in the atty. She is tie
daselike af Mr. John W. Rineards. Mr.
flareaft is a sea of Mr. J. F. Garnett,
president of ties Mates"' Beak.
$4 t
Leak Meld al 610, Is Ito Sadism
Ong Nalleitts$ Mardi ft Clarksville,
uiesitnes of Wes lass Wood Whit-
field ft Valais Paellas Howe. of Nash-
vin., was editseeed. The church was
disftnaled and filled with a
Illissugof Beem.an_ pie sereasony wee
Fortbrelled 411NijkAlrirbi. The
bridal parer was lases The groom's
eiseer. Mien Clara Mai Howe, was the
maid at Masa Met Ns basilic John B.
A. Hews She bed maw Nam. Walter
• of Paducah. Ky., we. the ma-
. leftof beam. Mimosa Alice Warfield
eed Martha Bello Bowling. of Clarks-
ville, Sb. bricisamsaids, who were &Mead-
od by two groomemea George S Parks,
• of Nashville, and, Mabee( Melly of
ilepariandlie. The ashen. Mesas. J.
Beery Nose, of Nishyllie ;W R. Webb
del Itiehard Purdy, of Paducah. Ky.;
Oberlin H. Gaines, Maloomb Smith and
Itersy Pietas/am of Olartsville, led the
we/tad Ma &arch. Mime/ by the
Iwo Nile Mersa beards, Mise Marie
EA"of Nesaville, sad Master Harry
Tat
se Clarksville.
he esteessay there was a re.
lee home of Ifte bride's uncle
and limme. Mr. sad Mrs. Ale:mdse. S.
Wee& and al a left hour Mr. sad Mrs
Haw left furs bridal hip before going
S. allar home in Nashville.
f
lislemds and relishes here of the eon-
pin. ie have received garde of
WAIN= warded se fellows : "Mr.
awilifisa Edward Ores. rivulet your
pliftles se Ilse isaniftre of their daugh-
lerAllinelmieli Taylor to Mr. Arthur
Ifiraffe. Wednesday evening. October
lemillb, nineteen hundred. at half after
eight o'clock, Church of the Good Shep-
Walt lake Charles, I. The family
of Om bride-ft-be formerly resided in
Olablisa money. Miss Gress is a
Mese of Mn. Hunts: Wood.
In Albert Sidney Johnston and Miss
BTan Heads were married Wedees-
M
s... They have marry Meade In
who wish this a loaf and
married life.
t t
I$ is mamba that • Crofton couple




1101e bee beeper has returned from
- Henderson lomat.
Bessie Pirwell, of Prineefts,
Mime Lambs Wadlingtes as
Xmas Male.
ibrs. W. K Pinar has secured board
S.alevalmod Home for himself and
testi* . Re will probably arrive in the
mir hog. atm Seabed and occupy hie
Pldlitims KM day. Rev. Pine: is a
flentibierile with the members of the
Illetillitilkeliarols, to wItioh he has
Illitilipmileserk O Illeae.
KENNEDY KERNELS.
-Corn and pastures are all dry
drinking and Mock water levee, warm:
corn all in shook and a poor crop.
-Elisabeth, the dnagittee of Mr. Ed.
Dabney, who has been colt* ill, is much
Weber.
-T. M. Barker, Jr., spent a few days
Is Louisville recently.
En. Will Greets. of Clarksville. epant
Banday wish Mrs. E. D. fart
Miss Marks Barker is visiting friends
In
Mrs. Mary Roberta and dangliter,Miss
Fannie, of New Providence, are with
Mrs. James MI:Xenia".
Mrs. 8. J. Roam, spent one day Mal
week in Hopkinsville.
Mrs. Hubert Pole's is quite sick as
Mrs. Jas. A. *Ammo's.
The protracted meeting at Bethel
closed Sunday night.
Tom Barker is on the skit list
STOCK
Perished in a Burning
Stable.
From Thu raday a daily
A large stable on Mrs. Lola Mason's
Locust Grove farm, seven miles from
ilopkineville, was destroyed by tire last
night.
Thirteen mules and three hones per-
ished in the flaines,besides a large quan-
tity of provender, farming machinery,
implements and harness.
The less will aggregate about $3,500,
with little or no iusurence.
The fire was disoovered about two
o'clock by Philip May, who lives on the
place, and it was not long before many
neighbors gathered, but the stable being
a frame structure, was soon wrapped in
flames and it was impossible to rescue
the stook.
The Are ii rapposed to have been of
inosediary
The dame' were seen from this oily,
mad it Imes so light calm the tire was
thought So be close to town. An alarm
was pomaded and the lire trucks started
Is the direction of the fire, turning bask
as As OkuluoiUs road and L. di N.
crafting. The blase was also seen by
people in Clarksville.
KILLED BY MULE'S KIM
Raw Thompson Fiddly lidded Near
Lafarelle.
s!„I
IMAM Thursday •1 daily.
lags, Thompson, son Mr. Rhodes
Thompson, of this city, was kicked by a
mole Monday evening near Lafayette,
and so badly Injured that he died Mday
after Intense suffering. The death oc-
curred at the home of the young we's
begetter-Whew. Mr. Ab Joiner. The
vieliaSt the accident was twenty-two
yaw Of age and was bold in the high-
est esteem by all who knew him. The
news of his death is received with the






(Special to New Era.
WASBINGTON. D. 0 , Oot. 4.-The
Untitled States today Weed a Dole So tbe
Powers agreeing with England's sug-
se learniag the best method
of punishing the guilty ()hisses Boxers
Time allied forces in China have taken
Satan Hai Koan, the Chinese surrender-
ing open deemed being mad" The
Americana decliaed So participate. Ger-
many sad Orem Britain madam to
move troops to Pekin.
Tim British graben Anthem and
Terribie sailed from Wet Hal Wet for
Tabs with the third brigade of the
British ladies troops Moodie oat short
mono,.
CERTIFICATE FILED.
(Special to New Era.)
FRANKFORT, Ky , out. 4.-Ohatr-
man Barnett, of the Republican State
central committee, here has tiled in she
often of the Secretary of State, Y cokes'
certificate of nomination as Republican
candidate for Governor. Tomorrow is
the last day oertificates may be filed,
and the certificates of Democrats, Popu-
lists and Prohibitionists are yet out.
TWO KILLED
AT FULTON.
FULTON. Oct. 4 -J. T. Blythe, a
merakeet. and 0. Tendon, a bores deal-
er, were rot over by a train at a creas-
ing sear town and killed today.
Nothing Done.
FRANKFORT, Oct 4.-Nothing was
done either in the House or Senate to-
day.
Not Ready.
GEORGETOWN, Ky., Oct. 4.-It
toots Ike roatsay's lawyers will ask to-
morrow for a continuance of the case.
Youtsey is defended by Oa L J.
Orawford, Mayor W. It Nelson. both
of Newport, and by Judge Askew and
John Macklin Stevenson, both of this
place.
The attorneys for the State are T. 0.
Campbell and Oomimonwenlen's .ti$or-
ney B. Franklin. They appeared
before Judge Clantrill and asked for a
ratosna for Postmaster Helmer. of
Frankfort, to bring his records to court,
showing where Youtasy sent a money
order for cartridges to Powell, Clement
& 0o., of Cincinnati.
Another was issued for the agent of
the Adams Express Company, showing
the receipt of a package by Ycuteey
Jan. 24.
Ex Governor Bradley is here and will
be one of the most important witnesses
for the defense.
J. B. Matthews, Assistant Secretary
of State under Taylor, and Atli, Gen.
Collier are among the witnesses here.
ilepositions will be secured from Taylor,
Finley and oftersZto be used by She
def ewe.
There is speenlation as to whether
Arthur Goebel will be Introduced as a
witness against l'ontsey. It is said
Imre that Youtsey, shortly after his ar-
rest and while in jail here, confessed to
Goebel and Attorney T. 0. Campbell
that Jim Howard fired the shot that
billed William Goebel.
DIVORCE
Is Sought By City Judge
Campbell.
Alleges Abandonment and
Prays For Custody Of
His Children.
Oily Judge George F. Campbell has
brought suit for dirotoe from his wife,
Mrs. Mary E Campbell.
The petition was filed Sept. 2f1, but
did not leak oat until today.
There are no sensetional charges in
the petition which simply alleges that
without due cause the defendant had
abandoned the plaintiff and had lived
apart for him for a period of more than
twelve months.
Judge Campbell prays for the custody
of his two children on the grounds that
he is better able to take care of them
than their mother is. The child have
been with him all the time.
Mn'.. Campbell's answer wit' flied
Tuesday. She is now living in St.
Louis. She states she is unable to
make any denial of the charges preferr-
ed by her husband, neither has she any
inclination to do so. She enters her ap-
pearance and joins with the plaintiff in
the request for the severing of the mar-
ital bonds and prays the court to re-
store her to her maiden name.
Ml. MENDLE LEAVES.
Max D Mendle haa resigned his poei-
tion with the Moayon Cc, and will go
into business for himself at Loxora, Ark.
Mr. Mendel has been with the Moayon's
for thirty years. He takes with him to
his new home the beet wishes of many
friends.




For the third of a century the
standard for strength and purity- It
makes the hot bread, hot biscuit,
cake and other pastry light, sweet
and excellent in every quality.
No othcr• baking powder is
"just as good as Royal," either in
itrength, purity or wholesomeness.
Many low priced. imitation baking powders are
upon the market. Ttoec are made 4.th Alan,
and care should be taken to avoid thvm as alit •
is a poison, 11CV VT to LC taken iu Lb. 1.-49
-VA' imam, powora co., to0 WILLIAM !.T., !SEW YO -
ALLEGED MOONSHINER ARRESTED.
Marshal Vests Took liim To Russellville
Where He Was Released.
Deputy U. S. Marshal Yonts Monday
arrested Marion Moore in a bar room at
Elkton. Warrants havd been out three
years lifer Moore charging him with
moonehining. He was taken to Rus-
sellville Tuesday, but evidence brought
before the commissioners was regarded
as insufficient and he was released from
custody.
COMES TO HOPKINSVILLE
Some changes have been made in the
personnel of the Metropolitan Life In-
surance office in Henderson. Assistant
Superintendent W, J Sanders has been
transferred from Henderson to this city.
He will take charge here Monday.
• 
GOVERNOR TO WED.
The marriage of Gov. Beckham and
Miss Jean Fuqua, of Owensboro, is an-
nounced to take place November 21.
CONFERENCE
Sends Rev. Rushing To
This City.
Dr. Piner Goes To Bow-
ling Green -Other
Changes of Interest.
From matu rday .1 xi i y.
The Louisville Methodist Conference
adjourned Monday afternoon after a
week's busy session at Elizabethtown,
Bishop Heudrix aunounced the fol-
lowing appointments in the Russellville
district.
W 0 Brandon, Presiding Elder
Russellville, Geo B Overton,
Adaurville, F E Lewes.
Allensville, D 8 Bowles.
Elkton Station, J T Cherry.
Ritton Oircuit, J W Love.
Sharon Grove, AO Ueetle.
Kirknannsville, J U Beendon.
Trenton, 0 R Crowe.
Hopkinsville, J T Rushing.
Hopkinsville circuit, P 0 Mese,
Crofton, W U Sketumell.
Lafayette, J E King.
Auburn, T J Randolph.
Lewisburg, J L Kilgore.
Rossellville, James A Lewis.
Rev. Dr. W. K. Finer goer to Bow-
ling Green much to the delight of the
church at that place, and to the deep re.
gret of his congregation and his heist of
friends in this city. Dr. rifler is one of
the ablest and mo-t eloquent .Methodist
ministers in the South.
Rev. Rushing, who succeeds Dr. Finer
as Nestor of the Hopkinsville Methodist
church, is regarded as one of the best
pastors and strongest preachers in the
Oonfereuce.
Other appo:ntments Of interest to peo
in this community, follow
Wilson Memorial, Louisville, E W
Bottomly ; Lindsey Memorial, Louisville,
D L Oollie, Presiding Elder Owensboro
district, Virgil Elgin; Madisonville. 0
Ve,. Lyon; Presiding Elder Bowling
Green district, H W Browder; Presid-
ing Elder Princeton district, J W Bing-
ham; Presiding Elder Lebanon district,
J W Lewis.
It was stated in a dispatch in yeas,
day'. °eerier-Journal that the Chris-
tian ohoron at Elizabethtown. had been
closed ageism* Dr. Piuer, who had been
sa.itned to preset) there Monday. In
today's issue of that paper the following
correction is published in a oorumuoioa-
lien from Eticibethtown:
A paper was banded Bishop Hendrix
this morning with the request that the
Rev Thome' H Morns, the pastor of
the Methudist Episcopal church at this
place, te. allowed to read it to the Con-
ference, whioh rfelaset was granted
The paper ut forth that the members
in general of the Christian church had
no knee ledge whatever of the refusal
to allow the Rev Walker K. Pinar to
preach in their church, and teat they
greatly deplored the matter that Mr. 3
Hansbro, in opposing his presence,
had acted wholly without their knowl-
edge and was unwarrauted in refusing
the church to Or. Piner The paper was
signed by nearly all the members of the
church, including Mrs. W. Y Alletethe
wife of the pastor of the church, her
husband being out of the city. This son.
troversy has made man/ warm friends
for Dr Finer, and when it was known
he would preach at the court house the
court room was crowdedito overflowing.
Mr. Morris' statement concluded as fol-
lows:
"The whole action Of Hansbro Is regar-
ded as an insult to the cooference and
the local Methodist church,and when its
effect was realized the objection was
withdrawn, hnt we declined to use the
pulpit until proper reparation was made
the members of my church and of the
conference. However, we insisted that
Dr Pinar should preach, and at the
wort house Sunday night he was greet-
ed by the largest congregation that as-
sembled during the session of the con-
ference. . The indignation among the
better people here is intense. I have






Tandy lc Fairleigh To
Buy For The Siebert
Company.
There was a rumor on the street yes-
terday morning to the snot tbat Messrs
Tandy & Fairleigh, tobacco brokers of
this city and Hopkineville, had been
awarded the Regis tobacco contract for
1900, sari the Clarksville Times-Jour-
nal. A reperter saw Mr. Tandy last
night and asked him if this was true
To this question Mr. Tandy said:
"We are not tobacco contractors. We
are simply leaf tobacco brokers, and
have been employed by the Henry Sie-
bert Company, of New Ycrk, to buy to-
bacco for them on the Clarksville and
Hopktniville markets. The Siebert
Company directs the buyine of western
lagoon for Mr Joseph Ferigo, who is
the commissioner for the 'Italian gov-
ernment"
The Times Journal understands that
in years past, the Regis contract has
called for between 10,000 and 13,000
hogshead' of western tobacoos, and the
Olarksville market has always had its
tallow*.
KENTUCKY GAME LAW.
In answer to a query concerning the
limit of the game laws in Kentucky
which was recently received, the Nzw
Eas finds on investigation that doves
are protected between January and Au-
gust 1; partridges between January 1
and November lb; rabbits having been
declared a nuisance by an act of the
legislature are common property and
are not protected
TEDDY ON THE Tfillf11011111.
Will Probably Mow His Teeth Nestle A
Twenty Waste Speech.
Got, Theodore Roosevelt will eider
the State at Henderson on the aorablif
of the 13th inst. and prootied so Goatee
thence to Bowling Green and Louisville
He will make intermediate Mops of
twenty minute' at places where armee-
memo for speaking will be made.
On the night of October IS, Ooverfter
Roosevelt speaks in Louisville.
On Monday morning be will leave law
Ashland, stopping at Lc:intim Win-
chester, Mt. Sterling and Morehead elle-
route. He will speak shoat Um*
minutes M each place, reaching Ashbrad
in thee to speak there at lpm. Timms
he will go to Oovington, stepping S.
\Amoebae, and other points. Os lid
night be will address She voters a ow-
ington,
ASSIGNEE SALE.
N. W. Williams, amines of W. J.
Peden, will sell at public mostiou Os
Saturday. Oct. 11111, at the Bell plass.
near Bell pawn:toe, Ky., the following
property:
Viz: Eight head of good mules, $
wagons, 3 binders, one mower, wbeat,
drills, rake', harrows, disks, plows.
haro6as &c , 60 bead of Mock hese, as.
cow, about 300,bbla corn in snook, 16 or
twenty thousand pounds of tobacco In
barns, housebold and kitchen furniture.
*leo one half interest in Huber titre*.
lug machine and outfit. All some our
ten dollars on six months Mae oa ap-
proved security without interest. Bale
begins at 10 o'olock.
All creditors will:file clams as emft.
II W. WILLIAMS, Amiga**.
w2t,dstu HoptiairdEb. Ky.
All parties haying claims sedemi the %*
estate of T. L. Graham, dec'd Ski
them before me properly vented se or
before Nov. Ist, 1900, and all mils in-
debted to the estate will Osage same
forward and meet their ohligidisas
promptly.
I t wd 4t, wet Mrs. Matti* Gesbasa.






lined Jackets . $2.00
Ladies' black and
ed Jackets . . $3.00colored U nl n-
Ladies Jackets, all
colon', lined with $3.50Near Silk . .
Silk lined with storm collar
and bell sleeves, in black
. $5.00castor . . 
Our line from $5.00 up is
large and includes all the












Good black Saline Waists,
all sizes 50c
Mercerized Silk Waists nia
all dims $ I .LiJ
French Flaseel (all
wool) Waists $ I a00
French Flannel braided,
$1.25. $1.50 up to $2,25
Fine black Taffeta Silk








Colored Satins Under- $
skirts, wordian plait-
ed 801211C0.. . . ..... .90
Black Alpaca Under- $i 75
skirts, corded flounce..





Jackets are very popu-
lar this mason and we
have them in all colors
and grade*
From $3.50 to $22.50
0
FURS.
Fur Boas from $2 to $28.00
Fur Collarettes $2 to $8.50
Fur Muffs from $3 to $20.00
Hundreds of ladies have been fore
,id to mend away for their Tailor-
Made Suits, their nice Wf111311, Fun',
etc. This incurs a great deal of
iron be and expense that we propose
to save them if we ean have the op
portnnity, and in order tu do it most
perfectly we earnestly solicit the en-
ooursgement and the patronage of
these ladies, promising to serve them
as well as they can be served by any
house and at the same time save
them expense and trouble.
This
Department
. . . .Has been opened at
and earnest requests of many of




in the large -city stores have seen the won-
derful convenience, advantage and help they
afford. And with the help of the la-
dies we propos.", to give `o Hopkinsville and
surrounding country a Ready-Made Depart-
ment of Ladies' and Misses' Ready-Made Wear-
ing Apparel that shall be equal to such depart-
ments in the best city stores. And in doing this
we will not only save them the labor, the worry
and the trouble of planning and making or hav-
ing made their clothing, but will save them
money and at the same time give them better
styles and better fits than they get in the old
way. Tailor-made dresses are sensible--the
most servicable and by far the cheapest a lady
can wear and the time is coming when every
lady in the land will wear only neat, plain, tai-
lor-made suits.
This department will also make special
features of. the latest styles in Ladies', Misses',
Children's and Infants' Wraps, Ladies' and
Misses' Silk, Flannel and Sateen Waists and
Petticoats in all grades; Separate Skirts in
walking and rainy day lengths and Furs of ev-
ery description.
Mrs. L Nash and Mrs. John Waller
Are in charge of this department and will be glad to





'Ladies' Nice Cloth (lapis $1.50
Lathes' Better Cloth ()apes $2.00
Ladies all wool raw edge $3.00
Black Beaver Capes 
2.75 Ladies' Poslupeesh n. i.oety $
Ladies Black Silk Plush hand-
somely Braided Oapes, .
Ladies blk silk plush hiuoctseneo 7
ly braided and ribboned cape WO. I U
Ladies ' black cloth Princess  $6.00Oape
Ladies elegant . Princes. Oepe
$9.
silk lined•




Fur lined Princes@ °ape.
with handsome Fur collar $16 ▪ 00
0
Ladies' Black Crepon Skirta ...$2.00
Ladies' pure Worsted Serge eo
black and blue Skirts, ... WOW %I
Handsome all wool Venetian $5▪ 00Skirts 
Fine cloth with Accordian
Plaited Ruffle . . $6.00
Good all silk Taffeia Skirt. • itg Kr1
nicely braided flounceeSPV.VU
Rainy day skirts with plaid back, nine
11301111 around bottom and 5 TOWS OD
eel seam, worth $3 50
f
Ce • " ................ • • e • • 
• • • $2.25
Relay Day Skirts in the new 00.75
Oxford effects, plaid backs alls,
Rainy Day Skirts in good all $400
Rainy Day Skirts very fine




With our New York representative
is to send us the new things in La-
dies' Waiste, Snits and Wraps the
very day they come out.
VISIT
Our RPady Made Depart-
ment often. You'll find
something new every time.
o--
THE WARM WORDS
Of praise for the gorkbi and prices
in our new Ready-Made Department
have been very gratefully received
and will be a strong incentive for us
to do still better for out customers
We fully realize if we can get the
women for us we are sure of sue.
cess.
A HALF DOZEN
Good warm friends among the la-
dies can do more for our new depart-
ment than all the advertising we
could do in a year. We are trying
our beet to make each visitor to this
department a staunch friend by giv-
ing such elegant, stylieh garmenti at
such low prices that their own inter-
eet will force them to say a good
word for it. This department is in
your hands, ladies-ynu ma either
make or break it by the reports you
carry to your friends, and we believe
you'll serve yourselves by speaking a
good word for the Dep't as well as
doing your friends a good.Surtt.
The Larger the circle Of Meade sad
customers the dept has the larger
and better stock we will be able to
carry, and the cheaper we will be
able to sell. We kindly ask your in-
flu -mice and we promise faithfully to
give you a deist to which you can
come and find the best, the latest
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SPREAD THE GOSPEL
OR. TALMAGE URGES CHRISTIANS TO
SEEK NEW FIELDS.
illeteree of tn. Clisrelies Should No
Dareotell Tamara Saving Sinners.
They Should Get in Sympathy With
Thom Ostattie Their Pale. 1
Woinuneresth Sept 30.- in this die-
Mame Do Tionneage points to fields of
usefulness that are sot yet thoroughly
mitivated and shows the need of more
activity. The text is Itouaans xv, 20,
'Lest I should build upon another
unenft ihmemdation:'
Ls laying out the plan of his tabskio-
ary boar Paul sought out towns and
Mee which had not yet been preached
is He goes to Corinth, a city famous
ter spientior and vice. and Jerusalem.
where the priesthood and the 'Aube
dirlo were reedy to leap with both feet
mem tbe Christian religion. He feels
he has especial work to do, and be
mean. to do It. What was the result?
granithet lit, of usefulness that a
111011 OM lived. We modem Christian
workers are not ape to Imitate Paul.
We build on other peoples founds.
lions. If we erect a church, we prefer
to have it filled with famines all of
whom have been pions Do we gather
S Sabbath school chum, we want good
lown and girls, hair combed, faces
washed. mainiers attractive. Bo a
shwa in this day is apt to be built
• of other churches. Some ministers
opendwan their time in tithing In other
's ponds, and they throw the
1111=to that church pond and jerk out
▪ blethodlid and throw the line into an-
other church pond and bring out a
Presbyterian, or there is a religious
row in some neighboring church, and a
'HMIS school of Ash swim off from that
pee& and we take them an in with one
sweep of the net. What is gained?
Absolutely nothing for the cause of
andel. What strengthens an army is
new recruit* While courteous to those
eseiling from other docks. we should
bend our churches not out of other
but out of the world, lest we
build as another mates foundation.
The toot is this is a hig world. When
to oaf aelloolboy days we teamed the
diaissettg and circumference of the
plenet we did not learn halt It is the
/Malta& and longitude and diameter
and circumference of want and woo
sod ids that no figures can calculate.
This esti spiritual continent of wretch-
slugs rosettes across all woes. and if
I Were ealled to give its geographked
honitliery I would say it was bounded
1111 the north and south and east and
Web by the great heart of God's erne
Paigh7 and love. Oh. It Is a great world!
Rime 6 o'clock this morning 00,800 per-
have been born. and MI these mil
dinned populations are to be reached
Ity the gospel In England Or in Our
swarm American cities we are being
mach crowded, and an acre of ground
in of great value, but in western Aimee-
lea 500 scree be a small farm, and 10,-
000 acres is no unusual pr-
There is a tut flied hero and every.
where msociespied. plenty of room
more, nee betiding on another man's
beadatbe
Need et Mershon.
We need as churches to stop bom-
be/4bn the aid ironclad SIDD4111 that
have been proof against 30 years of
Christian salmi& Ales for that church
which lacks the spirit of evangelism,
spendang on one chandelier enough to
agistri00souls to glory and in one carved
Mb ~ugh to have made a thousand
thes Ware is the house of our God
flareves" amid doing leas good than
new a bag estoto rooming house with
tallow candles stuck In wooden sockets
and a mini anse who has never wee a
maw and dies not know the differ-
ence between Cheek and elimetemi We
seed as chanties to get hate nyeapeeby
with the great outside World and In
them know that none are so broken
hearted or hardly beetesd that they
will not be welcomed. "No," says
mew fastidious Christian; "I don't like
So be crowded in church. Don't put
any one in my pew.-
My brother, what will you do in heav-
e'? When a great multitude that no
▪ can number assembles, they will
pet 50 in your pew. What are the se-
bet few today assembled in the Cheap-
nolo amebas compered wtt.Sh'1hight-
• millions otaftsetteouT Many of
the churches like a bomplind that
that no patients must
vs nothing worse than toothache of
"ram rounds," but no broken beads, no
crushed ankles, DO fractured thighs.
Give ne tor beatmeet moderate sin-
s, melee Mated wieners and sinners
with a glisse me It is as though a man
had a ANS of 3,000 here/ ad put all
his wort on she acre. He may raise
Mims is huge ears of corn, never so
beg hoods of wheat-be would remade
Poor. The church of God has eesbove
ed its chief care on one acre and has
raised sphmoded men and women in
that small Inclosure, but the field is
the world. That means North and
▪ ssth Ametien Inunteme Aida and Al-
den and all the islands of the sea. It
is as though, after a great battle, there
were MAT 50.000 wounded and dying on
the Mid and three surgeons gave all
Ihede time to three patients under their
dime. The castor general comes in
sad esys to the doctors. "Come out
hare and Look at the nearly 50.000 dy-
ing for lack of surgical attendance!"
"Me" say the three doctors, standing
there fanning their patients; "we have
three important ,cases here, and we are
Milleedbog to them and when we are
net positively busy with their wounds
It takes all our time to keep the files
et." In this awful battle of sin and
morrow, where millions have fallen on
millions, do not let um spend KU our
time in taking care of a few peopie,
and when the command comes, "Go In-
So the works." say practically: "No; I
cannot I have here a few choice Cane.,
and I am taally keeping aft the gaps."
There are ilmetitudee today who have
never had any Christian worker look
A flie
Makes any mother wend. There are a
west man& proud mothers whose chil-























Mae left is • sea dew,•
lo
ems se y child «Wye,. I
met bees to eons she is sow two
yams aid and I km melte had to take say
sioneise mince. m I hel that 'oar medicine has
net. • Meting care with me.•
DM. Pierce's Common Seam Medical
Adviser is met free on receipt of
Amps to defray expense of mailing
only. Send 21 One-Cent stamps for
the book in paper binding, or 31 stamps
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SAVE VOCE SOLES by bowleg them
rinsised M ones. Our work is den elms
is 'wary respect Give as a trial.
diagewit
CASTOR IA
The Kind You Have Always Bought, arA which has been
In use for oirPr 30 years, has boinei the signature eif
and has be-..ek made under his per.
sone' str.,ervision since its Infancy.
Allow no one to deceive you in this.
AU Counterfeits, Imitations and "Just-es-good" are but
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of
latitude and Children-Experience against Experiment.
What is CASTORIA
Contort* is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Pare-
goric, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant.. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor Other NereotiO
substance. Its age Is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrhoea and Wind
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Couistipation
and Flatulency. It asisimilates the Food, regulates the
Itiosnach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.
Tien Children's Panacea-The Mother's Friend.
GENUINE CASTOR IA ALWAYS
The Kind You Have Always.Bought
,In Use For Over 30 Years.
?in WITIM• 5sN. PT rwaltav 1111116111. NM
-
imoo eye and with earneetneol
10 the accentuation say. "Comer' or
they would long ago have been In the
eingdom. My (Heinle, religion is ei-
ther a sham or a great reality. If it be
a sham, let us disband our churches
and Christian associations. If it be A
reality, then great populations are. on
the way to the bar of God unfitted for
the ordeal. And what are we doing?
Drop Treknienailtios.
In order to reach the multitude of
outsiders we must drop all technicale
ties out of our religion. When we talk
to people about the hypostatic union
and French encielopedianisin and Eras-
tinianiern and Complutensianism. we
are impolitic and as little understood
as If a physician should talk to an or-
dinary patient about the pericardiunt
and intercostal umeele and scorbutic
symptoms. Many of us route out of
the theological seminaries so loaded
up that we Like the firm ten years to
show our people bow much we know
and the next ten years to get our peo-
ple to know as much as we know, and
at the end we find that neither of us
teems anything as we ought to know.
Here are hundreds of thousands of
stoning, struggling and dying people
who need to realise just one thing--
that Jesus Christ came to save them
and will save them now. But we got
Into a prorogued and eisherabt defini-
tion of what justification is, and after
all the work there are not welmide of
the learned professions, 10.000 peo$le
who can tell what justification is. I
will read you the definitions: "Justifi-
cation is purely a forensic set the act
of a judge sitting in the forum, In
which the Supreme Ruler and Judge.
who Is accountable to none and who
alone knows the manner In which the
ends of his universal government can
best be obtained, reckons that which
was done by the substitute In the
same manner as if It had been done by
those who believe in the substitute and
purely on account of this gracious
method of reckoning grants them the
fun remission of their shas:'
Now, what Is justification? 1 will
tell you what justification is-when a
sinner believes, God lets him Of. One
summer in Connecticut I went to a
large factory. mid I saw s the door
written the words, "No Admittance."
I entered and saw over the next door.
"No Admittance." Of course I enter-
ed. I got inside and found It a pin
factory, and they were making pins
very serviceable, fine and useful pins.
So the spirit of exclusiveness has prac-
tically written over the outside door
of many a church, "No Admittance:'
And if the stringer enters he finds
emetically written over the second
door, "No Admittance," and If he goes
In over all the pew doors seems writ-
ten, "Re Admittance," while the MID.:
bee Mends in the pulpit hammering
eat hie little niceties of belief, pound-
hog eat the technicalities of religion,
naliktag phis. In the most practical,
common sense way and laying aside
the nonessentials and the hard defini-
tions of religion go out on the God giv-
en mission, telling the people what
they need and when and how they can
Set it
Savo the Shwertleo.
Comparatively little effort as yet has
been made to save that large class of
persons in our midst called skeptics,
and he who goes to work here will not
be building upon another man's foun-
dlings. There is a large number of
them. They are afraid of us and our
churches, for the reason we do not
know how to treat them. One of this
class met Christ and beard with what
tenderness and pathos and beauty and
success Christ dealt with him: 'Thou
*halt love the Lord thy God with all
thy heart, and with all thy soul, and
with all thy mind, and with all thy
strength. This is the first and great
eommandment and the second is like
unto it-namely, Thou shalt love thy
neighbor as thyself. There Is holm
other commandment greater than
these." And the scribe said to Mtn.
"Well, Master, thou heist said the
truth, for there is one God, and to love
him with all the heart, and all the un-
derstanding, and all the soul, and all
the strength, is more than whole burnt
offerings and sacrifices." And when
Jeans saw that be answered discreetly
be said unto him, "Thou art not far
from the kingdom of God." So a
skeptic was saved in one interview.
But few Christian people treat the
skeptic in that way. Instead of taking
had of him with the gentle hand of
love we are apt to take loin with the
pinchers of ectlesisaticism.
You would not be so rough on that
man If you knew bow he lost his faith
in Christianity. I have known men
skeptical from the fact that they grew
up in houses where religion was over-
done. Sunday was the most awful day
in the week. They had religion driven
Into them with a trip hammer; they
were surfeited with prayer meetings;
they were stuffed and choked with cat-
minims; they were often told that they
woe the worst boys the parents ever
knew bemuse they liked to ride down
bill better than in read niinysien "1111-
grimes Progemie " Whenever father
and Mather talked sit rellithin they
drew down the ty•rtmare their month
and rollsd up their eyes If any olio
%bias will gond a boy er dirt to ruin
owner than another, that ii it if I
bad such a father and mother, I fear I
should have been an
Greisinds Ter Vithellef.
Others were tripped up to skepticism
from being grievously wronged by
some man who professed to be a
Christian. They had a partner in
business who turned out to be a
first class scoundrel, though a pro-
fessed Christian. Many years ago they
lost all faith by what happened in an
oil company which was formed amid
the petroleum excitement The com-
pany owned no land, or. if It did.
there was no sign of oil produced; but
the president of the company was a
Presbyterian eider and the treasurer
was an ffpfeenpallan reetryman, and
one director was a Methodist rim •
To s000mmodsto those who are partial
to the use of stoloisers in applying N-
elda into the nand psessins for oaterrival
troubles, lbe proprietors prepare
Liquid Oream Balm. Pries including
Ike spraying lobo is 75 tents Druggists
Of by salt The liquid embodies the
staining properties of the solid proper.
Miss. Cream Balm is quickly absorbed
W Ohs otesshritatt sod does am dry up
the ossosiisso Stilteseg than en •nrr NORRIS, nasurai sed hsejsby nbarscor, Ely
Over Mork's: Jima." is wines g y,
Wallet end lb, other directors prom-
inent members of Baptist and Comity-
gstional churebee. Circular. were got
out toning what fabulous prospects
opened before this company. !Lament
Men and women elm had It little
money to invest and that litth. their
all, mid: "f do not know anything
stout this company. but so many good
men are it the bead of it that it flaunt
be excellent, and taking stock in It
Must be almost as good as joining the
church." So they bought the stock iad
perhaps received one dividend so as to
keep them still, but after awhile they
found that the company had reorgan-
ized and had.* different president and
differeut treasurer Rue differeut di-
rectors. Other engagements or III
health had caused the former officers
of the company, with many regrets, to
reign. And all that the subscribers of
that stock had to show for theirsinvest-
meat was a beautifully ornamented
certificate. Sometimes that mach look-
ing over hiss old papers, corner across
that certificate, and it is se suggestive
that be vows he wants none of the re-
Ughou that the president and trustees
and directors of that oil company pro-
1 triCourac their rejection of relighott
on such grounds was uuplillomphical
and unwise. I am Mid that tnany of
the Uudeol States army desert every
year, and there are many court mou-
thing every year. Is that anything
against the United States government
, that swore them in? And If a soldier
of Christ deserts is that anything
against the Christianity which he
swore to support and defend? How do
, you judge of the currency of a coun-
try? By a counterfeit bill? Now. you
must hare Whence with those who
have been swindled by religious pre-
tenders. Live In the presehee of others
a frank, honest earnest Christian life,
that they may be attracted to the same
Saviour upon whom your hopes de-
pend.
Remember skepticism always has
norne renew), good or bad. for existing.
Goethe's heelheeon started when the
news came to Germany of the earth-
quake at Lisbon Nov. I, 1775. That
00.000 people should have perished in
that earthquake and in tile after rising
of the Tagus river so stirred his sym-
pathies that he threw up his belief in
the goodness of God.
Light to Darkness.
Others have gone into skepticism
from a natural persistence in asking
the reason why. They have been fear-
fully sthbbed of the fatal interroga-
tion point. There are so many things
they cannot get explained. They can-
not understand the Trinity or how God
can be sovereign and yet man a free
agent Neither can I. They say, "I
don't understand why a good God
should let sin come into the world."
Neither do I. You say, "Why was that
child started in life with such disad-
vantages, while others have all phys-
ical and mental equipment?" I cannot
tell. They go out of church OD Easter
morning and say, "That doctrine of the
resurrection confounded me." So It is
to me a mystery beyond unravelment
I understand all the processes by
which men get into the dark. I know
them all. I have traveled with burn-
hog feet that blistered way. The first
word that children learn to utter is
generally papa or mamma. I think the
first word I ever uttered was "why."
I know what it is to have a hundred
midnights pour their darkness into one
hour.
Such men are not to be scoffed at,
but helped. Turn your back upon a
drowning man when you have the rope
with which to pull him ashore and lee
that woman in the third story of a
house perish in the flames when you
have a ladder with which to help her
out and help her down rather than
turn your back scoffingly on a skeptic
whose soul is in more peril than the
bodies of those other endangered ones
can be. Oh, skepticism is a dark land!
There are men who would give a thou-
sand worlds, if they possessed them, to
get back to the placid faith of their fa-
thers and mothers, and it Is our place
to help them, and we may help them,
never through their heads, but always
through their hearts. These skeptics,
when brought to Jesus, will he might-
ily effective, far more so than those
who never examined the evidences of
Christianity. Thomas Chalmers was
once a skeptic, Robert 1-141 a skeptic.
Robert Newton a skeptic, Christmas
Evans a skeptic. But when once with
strong hand they took hold of the char-
iot of the gospel they rolled it on with
what momentum!
If I address such men and women to-
day, I throw out no scoff. I implead
them by the memory of the good old
days when at their mother's knee they
said, "Now I lay we down to sleep"
and by those days and nights of scar-
let fever in which she watched you,
giving you the medicine in just the
right time amid turning your pillow
when it was hot and with hands that
Many years ago turned to dust soothed
away your pain and with volee that
will never hear again, unless you
join her In the better eouttiry, bohl you
In hover Wild, for you would feel bet-
tor by ond by, endLiy that dying oomph
where she looked as pale and talked ou
ellehIng her breath between
the words, and you felt an awful lone-
liness °WHIMS over yuer auUle by KU
that I beg you to Dome back and take
the same religion. It was good enough
for her; it is good enough for you. Nay,
I have a better plea than that. 1 plead
by all the wounds end tears and blood
and groans and agonies and death!
throes of the Son of God, who ap-
proaches you this moment with torn
brow and lacerated hands and whip-
ped back and saying, "Come unto we
all ye who are weary and heavy laden,
and I will give you rest"
Roe the Drowsing.
Armin, there is a Arid of usefulness
but little touched, occupied by those
who are astray in their habits. All
northern nations, like those of North
America and England and Scotland-
IT /AVID MIS LEO
P. A. Danforth, of Lerranes, Ui
suffered intensely for ids months with a
frightful running We 011 his leg, but
writs that nucklen's Arnica Bales whol-
ly cured to ten days. For ulcers,
wounds, burns, boils, pain or piles, its
the beet salve in the world. ()the guar.
teed. 260. L, L. Elgin, 0. K. Wyly, R
Iggethriot's, J. Gt, Cool's and An -
MOO 1/1/ 1Pdslon's dreg Moroi
that is, In the colder Mt:Oates-are dev-
astated by aheoeolisui. They take the
fire to loop up the warmth. lu south-
eru coionries. like Arabia RINI Spain,
the blood is so warm they are not
tempted to fiery liquids. The great
Roman armies never drank anything
stronger than water tinged with vine-
gar, but under our northern climate the
teniptution to heating stimulants is
most mighty, and millions succumb.
1Vhee a man's habits go wrong, the
chureh drops him, the social circle
drops him, good influences drop Mum--
we an drop him. Of all the men who
get off the track but few ever get on
again. •
Near my summer residence there is a
life saving station on the beach. There
are all the ropes and rockets, the lento
the machinery, for getting people off
shipeoneeits. One numeric 1 sniv there
15 or 20 men who wenTibreekfasting
after having just eewaprel with their
lives and nothing inure. Up and down
our coasts are Mant these useful struc-
tures. and the mariners know it, and
they feel that if they are driven into
the breakers there will be apt from
shore to none a rescue. The churches
of God ought to be so many life saving
stations, not so much to help those who
are in smooth waters. but thew who
have been shipwrecked. Come, let us
run out the lifeboats! And who will
man the-nn? N‘h. do not preach enough
to such men. We have not enough
faith in their release. Alas, if when
they come to hear us we are laborious-
ly trying to show the difference be
tvreen mubitipsarlanieni and supralare
sarianism, eldie they have a hundred
vipers of remorse and despair coiling
around and lilting their immortal spir-
its. The church is not chiefly for good.
lab sort of men, whose' proclivities are
all right and who could get to heaven
prayiug and singing In their own
[mules. It is on the beach to help the
drowning. Those bad eases are the
cases that God likes to take hold of.
He ean save a big sinner as well as ft
Small sinner, and when a man cans
earnestly to God for help he will go out
to, deliver such a one. If it were neces-
sary, God would come down from the
thy, followed by all the artillery of
heaven and a million angels With
drawn swords. (let luni such noleenned
men in your churches., and nothing
could stand before them, fur such men
are petit-rally vrarni hearted and enthu-
siastic. No formal prayers then. No
heartless singing then. No cold con-
ventionalletne then.
The Gospel Nile.
Destitute' children of the street offer
a field of work comparatively unoccu-
pied. The uncared for children are in
the nagitority in moat of our cities.
When they grow up, if unreformed.
they will outvote your children, and
they will govern your children. The
whisky ring will hatch out other whis-
ky rings, and grog shops will kill with
their boolld etipmeb public sobriety un-
less the eburalt-of Cext rises up with
outstretched arms and infolds this dy-
ing population In her bosom. Public
school's cannot do it Art galleries can-
not do it Blackweirs IRISIRI cannot
do it Alumbowles cannot do It Jails
cannot du it Church of God, wake up
to your magnificent mission! You can
do It! Get sonievrhere, somehow to
work!
lrbe Prussian cavalry mount by put-
ting their Hight foot into the stirrup,
while the American cavalry mount by
putting their left foot into the stirrup.
I do not care how you mount your war
charger if you only get Into this battle
for God and get there sow right stir-
rup or left stirrup or no stirrup at all.
The unoccupied fields are all around
us, and why should we build on anoth-
er man's foundation? I have heard of
what was called the "thundering he
gion." it was in 179 a part of the Ro-
man army to which some Christians
belonged, and their prayers, it was
said, were answered by thunder and
lightning and bail and teuapest which
overthrew an invading army and sav-
ed the empire. And I would to God
that our churches might be so mighty
In prayer and work that they would
become a thundering legion before
which the forces of sin might be rout-
ed and the gates of hen might tremble.
Launch the gospel ship for another
voyage. Heave away now, lads! Shake
out the reefs in the foretopealn Come,
O heavenly wind, and fill the canvas!
Jesus aboard will assure our safety.
Jesus on the sea will beckon us for-
ward. Jesus on the shore will wel-
come us into harbor.
(Copyright. 1900. by Lads Lops* N. T.]
Klemdik• Dengthismts.
Next to bread a Klondike cook strives
to achieve distinction by his dough-
nuts. This may appear frivolous at
first glance and at second, considering
the materials with which he works, an
impossible feat. But doughnuts are
all important to the man who goes on
trail for a journey of any length. Bread
freezes easily, and there is less grease
and sugar and hence less heat in it
than in doughnuts. The latter do not
solidify except at extremely low tem-
peratures, and they are very handy to
carry in the pockets of a Mackinaw
jacket and munch as one travels along.
They are made much after the manner
of their brethren in warmer climes,
with the exception that they are cook-
ed in bacon grease. The more grease
the better they are. Sugar is the
cook's chief stumbling block. If it is
very scarce, why. ndd more grease.
The men never mina on trail. In the
cabin-well, that's another matter. Be-
side*, bread Is good enough for them
then.- Harper's Bazar.
Climes For Corneville.
Comeville, in Normandy. In spite of
Planquette's opera, never had a chime
of bells. Subscriptions have been re-
cetved from all parts of the world,
however. arid a peal of 12 belle will be
set up In the village church at the end
of this month. Each bell will bear the
name of a country. One is "L'Amere
mine" and another "La Canadienne."
..— • —  
I. 








Palpitation, La Grippe, Fettille
Menstrual Troubles, and all
other ailments caused by
torpidity of the liver.
NO piAtianA tinnlihniNte
ONE FON A GOSH,
Try a box, and you will never
















• 4.00 A v E AR. SINGL• coteri to. le.
For Soso by oil Nenvedoolere.
SAMPLE!' copy FREE.
A11.1ro-ss NEW YORK CLIPPER,
New vomit.
PRICES
Increased on Nearly All
Commodities.
A Few Facts Abodt
The frnsts Are
Doing,
Some entertainieg facts in regard to
what the trust.. have mum for prices in
the country. The following is a partial
listOSugar, per pound, IS to 7 cent
of about 40 per t
Flour, per bag, $2 16 to $1.75
of alien; 27 per (lent
Oil, per gallon, 12 to 16 cent& osirrease
of about 2. cents.
Olothes increase of abut 115 per omit
Tobacco per p mod 28 to 85 rout., in-
creme of about 36 per cent.
Soup 'neat per pound 9 to 14 cents;
increase of about 56 per cent.
Veal per pound 12 to 16 cents ;Increase
Of 'Omit 88 poi- cent
Beefsteak per pound 12 to 16 cents;
increase of about 3$ per cent.
Him p eon id Ii t.o 15 trouts :increase
of about 85 per cent.
Oreekere per pound, 5 to 10 canto, M-
ortises of about 100 per cent.
Cloudenaed milk, three oasis for 25
ciente, t a n envie for 25 mints ;Moreaes of
about 60 per cent.
filmes advaimed, increase of about 80
per cent
Rubber bonts per pair, $4 21 to $/1 25
lacrosse of sb ant 44 per cent
Stove mil, lilt SOU. .1 to 12 50; in-
crease of about 64 per mint.
'bailout opal, per ton, $1 to $8 60 in-
memo of about 150 per pent.
(iinghams, per yard, 6 to Pi mints; in-
crease of about 60 er omit
Average increase of about 50 per cent
on the 11ixtettsi articles in above list




"We have three childrel. before the
birth of the last one me widgeon four bol-
tics of MOTHER'S FRIEND. U you had the
pictures of our Children, you could see d
g ance that the Last sac
a is hcalthkst,prettiesteud
What finest-looking albeit all.
My wife thinks libber's





Written he a Ken-
tucky Attorney-at
-Law.
Increesel [II rift suffering incident to child-
prevents otse-testko of Is
birth. The count( mother's11Crelitle
The Would's, Who flay• so.
Mrs. M. 1. Lake of St is ode, whose
recent charge that tile 1141bit of tip-
pling among society wouteu had be-
come shockingly common has created
MD& M. L. LAZA.
so much comment Is the third vice
president of the Catholic Total Absti-
nence Union of America. Her startling
stateuaent was made at the annual
convention lately held In Philadelphia.
41.
Sulphur is kimono to the medical pro-
fession as an invaluable therapeutic
agent in all blood and skin diseases.
Littell's legato Sulphur is a clear solu-
tion of Diseelved Sulphur with all its
medicinel and hygienic qualities retain-
ed. Litteles Liquid Sulphur Remedies
will core any 'kin disease on earth.
Stops Itching Instantly, whether caused
from Prickly Heat, Hirer', Nettle Rash,
Poison Ivy, Bite, Sting or the most ag-
gravated case of ekin disease. For sale
by Anderson en Fowler, druggists, Ho-
tel Latham wtf
FINE FARM FOR SALE
Weil Adapted is Agriculture or Slick Raising
Being desirous of changing my bus-
iness, I 'tier for sale my farm 4 antes
Eget of ihrofeon, oontaitong 300 SeTell,
known as lb.
RUNK DULIN titetileeirEA110;
Is in tbe heehaw state of cultivation and
has all the n y Improvements.
There are 3 tobacco berme stables for
26 head of stock, omwoMeds, tool sheds,
2 granaries, corn crib 2 tenement houses
good ice house etc 200 acres in conies-
tem and 500 in timber. 66 acres seed-
ed in Mover amid timothy. There are 76
woes for wheat this fall The farm W
6 mil's of coal field., convenient to
schools and churches Finely situated
for stock raising Stock Ines are never
troublesome in this heighborhood. Will
sell at a bargain. 13 cash and balance
to son the puichaaser
hi V ',MAN, ltroftonn)
LOLLEGE BURNED
Al Oinliz, Ky., has been replaced by a
larger and finer edifice Pre*. 8 Mc
(Miley is at the I e id of an 'moonset
faculty Tuitinn free it, all. With a
variety of merges of study and cheap
private boarding, (Jodie CAD reason-
ably hope soon to have the largest ool-




I desire to close out my business in
Hopkinsville and for that purpose I
offer fnr sale my whole noel/ of Bicycles
Sundries, Tools and all fixtures I de-
sire to sell in the next THIRTY DAYd
and for nod purpose will give an extra-
ordinary fine chance to any person
wishing to engage in business
Ii. L. HOLMES,
Sometime to E. DI, Blob & (Jo, eta Iii





Book "How to obtain Patents"
ADVICI Ail 10 PATENTAlistITY 
FREE
Nonce in "Inventive Age"
Memo moderate. No fee till pAUNIS SS OSIMMVOL
L 
strictly con
LtteNUM, Penal Lawyer, Wales ;skin 0
ers adenDsl.
1-2 
disposition and temper remain Warned
throughout the ordeal, because *4 relax-
ing, penetrating liniment reticles MA
usual distress. A geed-natural mother
is pretty sure to have a good-natured child.
The patient Is kept in a strong, healthy
condition, which the child also inherits.
Mother's Friend takes a wife tkrottek the
crisis quickly and almost painlessly. It
assists In her rapid recovery, and war&
off the dangers that so often follow de-
livery.
Said by druggists tor St • bottle.
THE BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO.
ATLANTA, (IA.
Send for our tree Illustrated beak vogue
os DC stony Ins ego-seism, embers.
W. P. wntrass, T. II, EXIONT.
Wilifree
Real Estate.
A beautiful horns; two story brick
residence; 8 rooms; hail and bath room
with bath fixtures and all modern con-
veniences; sverythlog now and in ez.
naiad repair; house piped for water
amid gas, and wired for slectrioity ; good
oellar, cistern, stable and all other
necessary outbuildings; nice abide trees.
This property will be sold at a bargain.
Tbe season of the year when people
want to buy real estate is as hand, and
we invite those who Wank to buy or sell
to consult this column.
We have excellent facilities for oou-
ducting the business and will advertise
property put into our hands free of
cbarge, and will furnish prospective
customers conveyance to look at prop-
erty without cost to them. Ooine to see
us if you want town, it costs you noth-
ing if you fail.
We have the following Florida lands
that we will sell as low price or ex-
change for farming land in this motion:
881 acres in Pasco county, 1110 sores in
Pawn °panty, 900 awes in lier
county and 160 acres in Hillsboro srudn!
ty. One of the above tracts is heavily
timbered with the finest yellow pine,
and another is heavily timbered with
the pine from which they make turpen-
tine. For further description, etc., see
us.
One of the moat clearable houses in
the city for boarding house; centrally
hewed, conveoleut to business and de-
pots, withio oue oquare of Main St.
Good term of 160 sores, 2 mile' from
Beunettelown, Ky. Good boa., 8
rooms, tenant house, good well, large
Sota000 born, good frame stable Maki
feel, 40 acres in fine timber, good level
land and a desirable farm, oonventent
to schools and churches and on good
road.
Nice cottage on corner of Brown and
Broad streets, 7 rooms, good outbuild-
ings, cistern, etc. ()heap and on rea-
sonable terms.
Stock of goods, store house and resi-
dence for sale at good town on L. It N.
R. R. First-class paying business, nice'
location, good neighborhood, churches
and schools; convenient, residence b
ro ms, water works and modern im-
provements, ten scree of nice ground
with residence, good reasons for belling
Residence, S rooms, stable, carriage
house and all necessary outbuildings,
good cistern and orchard. Two acres of
land adjoining South Renewer °Wimps,
$1,600. Will sell this place at low price
and on easy terms.
Elegant two story residence on ow-
ner of 14th and Oampbell streets. fronts
82to /eel on Campbell street by 185 feet
to sift, house has 8 rooms and all ne-
cessary outbuildings, nice shade tress,
flue garien and grape arbor.
Well improved suburban place with
16 acme of ground, house 5 rooms, good
cistern, stable, poultry house, oarriage
house, milk house, etc., everything in
good repair. Oomplete set of farming
implements go with the place
Good farm 228 acres, on Plashvilk
road, 7 miles from Hopkinaville and 8
miles from Pembroke, good two-story
brick dwelling, 6 rooms, good well, 2
large new barns, stables and grsinary.
This farm will be told at a low price
and on easy terms.
Large two-story house and two acres
of ground fronting on first street and
running back to the river.
136 acres of land 6 miles from town
near Prtnoeton raid, dwelling, two to-
bacco barns and other out buildings
price $6 per acre.
(hood residence on corner of Main and
lit streets, fronting 60 feet on Main by
200 feet deep House his six reams,
good cistern, stable and necessary out-
tnildiegs. l'or sale.
The Lindsay.' Mill property, embrac-
ing a burr mill for grinding both corn
and wheat, two good residences, twt,
cisterns and all necessary oetbuildings
and 30 acres of land, situated OD Little
River, OD • line IR tWOOD Christian and
Trigg counties, near Pee Dee, Ky. This
property will be mold at a low pries sad
on reasonable terms..
85 acres of fine land jail outside Soli-
gate on Palmyra road. $66 per sore.
IS tracts of land near Bennettstown,
about 300 acres, Will be ooeverted into
2 or 8 tracts. Sold on imey menus.
A nice cottage on 4th St., four rooms
and kitchen, porch, good ont-honees and
cistern, price WO.
Two good residence toes on Main St.
in Hopkinsville, well located. The on•
ly vacant Iota on West side of Main St.
for sale at a low prim
Elegant lot Winne ft. on Jesup .ave-
nue. Good home with 4 large rooms, 3
porohes, cistern outbuildings, shade
and front trees, Price $1,400.
An elegant farm of 116 acres of land,
on good public road, in one of the best
neighborhoods in South Othistiau, con-
venient to postoffice, schools and
churches, in • high state of cultivation,
good dwelling 5 rooms and hail, one
large tobacco barn, good stables and
cow houces, 2 new cabins, smoke house,
hen house, buggy house, new wire
fence, nice young orchard, grapes, rasp-
berries and strawberries, plenty of wa-
ter, very desirable, will be bold cheap
and on easy terms.
Some beautiful vacant lotion Walnut
street.
400 acres of desirable farming land in
Montgomery mangy, Tenn., heavily
timbered, 10 miles from Howell, Ky.
Price $6.00 per acre.
Flue farm of Ithe acres in neighbor-
hood of Howell, Ky., at areal bargain.
im tons of laid ewir OlarkniLle
pike, li miles iron Itopktoevillo, 040
per sore. Very deeireable.
s4ty &nimble suburban risitioutto,
house titre Owls., a room, New and iti
Mead spelt, shoal? smile of loud, pin
@snide the Pity 1111110 tin 1#10 of the Mot
114aal.t ioa s 'midtown al ()milky, Ky. Lee
of 10 acres, sis room cottage and Mr,
room onto' in yard ,good servants house,
large good toe house, large stable and
carriage house and. all necessary out
buildings; splendid shade and fruit
trees, never failing well, good cistern;
convenient to depot, school and church;
a dpitt eilloonelleaatrfiorDynnitfhoe.rilw:Phdokolientoli.isi tale n ewe lb El pgiomien
A two story cottage ott Mouth damp-
sbelittlittligtroc, lomt 7,01diln86integ roonateet.Ovkombedhenrolormsk,
root, and four porches, on first floor;
four bed rooms two lumber rooms and
a sewing room, on second, floor; also
splendid dry miller 18114 feet with brit*
walls and floor, good cistern,00si hoses,
mdiessiolub. own, kindling house and sereedll
hones. TURES-One third cash, bal.
ono' to four equal annual paynoolo,
6 per coot littoral on deferred pap
menu,
Au elegaul farm Of 160 acres on 0011
Mill Road 4 miles from Hopkiaseille;
Will Improved, good dwelling, Ii foome,
005 houses; ltra"fiaryst, ocrarans alannddailei "fr ooeeing sr7n-
„ Valuable store room on Main strait.
the best business locations in thecity,
Winning a KEYED!
HALF
Has Not Been Told About
Galveston.
Eighteen Thousand Dead
Small Chance To Be
Rebuilt.
Troth is not wining out of Galveston
times days. anoording to Graham Rice,
who has been banished from the strick-
en Weird and who was in Clincinnan
Friday afternoon on his way to New
ork to rort to
d 
th.
city. 4 if 
be was per-
ving at 
Mr. (Imbue was the first outside
newspaper correspondent to reach Gal-
veston He went there from New Or-
leans, and reached the storm-swept
Mem on Monday at midnight following
the disaster. He remained petit Tues-
day morning, when he made his escape
after his pass had been taken up by
Captain MoDaleb and instructions had
been hoped to the military to impress
him in the wrecking corps, which is
undertakingnhe herculean talk of re-
moving ankburning debris and bootie'.
"My offense lay in sending out the
truth concerning Galveston," said Mr.
Rice to • Ocommerond Tribune man.
"When I first reached there I sent out
an estimate of 6r000 killed. The auth-
orities limited the dead to 1,000 then.
Sinus that time they have gradually
advanced tbe numbs* until now Goy
Sayer admits 19,000 dead. I believe
that I eAtt would be motor correct
tlViten I mum away we were going
through dead bodies on a tug all the
way to Buffalo Bayou, twenty-Ave miles
distant.
"The stench of the city is frightful.
Clara Barton told me she recognised it
--the battlefield smooth-1020e she eras
on a Southern Pacific Wain fifteen miles
outside of Hooston I ese by the papers
Ibis morning that she has reoolteabed
Before I left there were many eases of
er hat the doctors called malarial fever,
and a femme of yellow fever is feared
"When gue paw was taken sp I was
In danger of being shot, but I smitirghtd
myself through the lines , awl by the
aid of Chmlidn Rafferty, U 14 A, left
the Wand on a tug The objection to
me was that in nay deepatobse I ex-
pressed the of inion that (3alyseeen is
Irretrievably hog. Nooks with no prop-
erty interests ars makimy every effort
to leave the island Men who will be
ruined unless the city I. rebuilt are try-
to allayithe panic and beep the peo-
ple there.
"There are property interests Is Gel-
vemton of $40t000,000. If the Wand is
deserted nine-tenths of this will be lost.
The provenly owners and business men
are anxious, naturally that the city
albeit ;Weave, at least temporarily, in
order shot they may mons as much
from the ruin as possible. They are
inflamed against anyone that will
say aught against their aims Their at.
Utude toward me is the same which
they practiced toward the Unitei &Mee
army oincialiW
•ft het of liersiesa.
One of the most heroic exploits of
the Chinese war was that of Lieuten-
ant Smedley D. Butler. United States
marine corps, who went out in the face
LIEUTILNANT IIMIDLNY A WILMA
of the Boxer hordes and under a hot
fire brought in one of his men who had
been wounded and who was in danger
of capture and torture by the yellow
barbarians.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
Or. Jas. E. Oldham,
Dr. Lula E. Oldham....
. .Osteopaths..
Graduates American School of Osteo-
pathy. Kirksville, Mu All curable dis
eases (both acute and chronic) success-
fully treated without the use of drugs
or knife. °other 14th and Liberty Sta.
Cionsultation and examination free. Fe-
male dimmers a specialty. 'Pbone 964.





Hauler Wood. Hunter Wood Jr
I-IUNTER WOOD & SON
Attorneys-at-Law.
Offioe in Hopper /Gook, sp stairs ovei
Planters Bank.




R. F. McDANIEL, N. D,
Physician and Surgeon 
USes hieDonist ligilding,
Opp, ocavo Reim
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tV, Buy Goods. Our Great COST
45 SALE ends with this week. To make it a
memorable week of busy activity, we shall
offer some very special BARGAINS.
Don't let This Opportun-
ity go by Unheeded. von.
certainly, save from 25 to 50_ per cent on the
dollar on everything you may need in our
lines—DRY GOODS, NOTIONS, MILLI-
NERY, SHOES, ETC. It is an undisput-
able fact that
Everything in our House is Ben
ing Sold at Actual Cost. Buy oda
waak and Novo 4 lot uf money, Its easy.
On Thursday and Friday, Atigtoit Wth and
loth,
SPECIAL SALE of all our Fancy
Silks, Black Silks and Satins and Ready-
Made Silk Shirt Waists. Many of these will
be sold as Half Price. Remember us when
you are shopping this week; it will be to
your interest to do so, a -41 by all mean don't
forget-iiurSILK SALE.
THE RICHARDS CO.
(or, Stit tt NIKiii Sta.,











When you see our magnificent
line of NEW FALL AND WINTER
GOODS. You are bound to find rea-
sons why you should buy of us by
simply looking at either the quality
or the price.
Every Quality and Grade is a
Warrant of Excellence.
Every Price i an Object Lesson
in the Economy of Buying.
SUCH COMPLETENESS in every
department of the best and newest
goodh is timely and tempting proof
that we are prepared to give perfect
satisfaction to the most critical buy-




Spot Cash Dealers in
STAPLE AND FANCY DRY GOODS, UNDERWEAR,
SHOES, ETC., ETC.
are now at their
New Quarters,
No. 103, South ilain,
( House formerly occupied by the
Royal Dry Goods Co'
EIegoI SiotiPublic invitt,N3 Call
BETHEL FEMALE COLLEGE
Hopkin.sville, Kentucky.
A SELECT HOME SCHOOL FCR GIRLS.
Right Academic Schools Music, Art, Elocution, Pby sisal Outten. 'Rena
Instructors, graduates of leading institutions, tested by expert...toe. rieseee of
study elective--adapted to preparation of pupil Thorough work Kind discip-
line The idea, a true woman, gentle and cultivated All fowlers hapriseemmek
healthful, refired, accessible Town patronage desired, Terms moderate. Write
for catalogue.
EDMUND HARRISON, A. II , President.
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